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This research paper is an ex.ploration of salient dream images as experienced by
two women in a non-clinical setting. The descriptions and interpretations of these dream
images are explored in light oCme theory ofearl G. Jung. JW1gian Theory recognizes the
significance ofsymbols in dreams; images represent panicular details and dynamics from
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Consideration is given primarily to verbal commentary but also to the use of an materials
as a medium 10 facilitate dream imagt description and interpmatton.
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CHAPTER)
INTRODUcnON
Background 10 the Study
The purpose of this stUdy was to identify dreml images and analyse them as
meaningful symbols of deep personal uuths. Concepts and principles from the analytical
psychology of Carl G. Jung were used to demarcate and explain meaningful
interpretations of these images. For this study, data was collected from two women's
experiences of dream images. The intention was to present the meanings they auac:hed to
such images and to beUef understand how and why these images emerged.
The two panicipanu related their dream image siories in a non-elinicaJ selting.
These image details were explored through writing. discussion and an. Early's (1992)
invitation 10 his math students to write about psychological images that arose when faced
with a challenging math problem is an example of a meaningful. non-clinical setting.
Early's (1992) study showed [flat his students' dialogue with their imaginal details led to
a deepening understanding of underlying psychological experiences.
II is within the panicipants' life context that their dream images, derived
symbolically from the unconscious, can be accurately and meaningfully interpreted.
Sometimes these dream images are easily dismissed as 'just' a dream, a night of the
imagination. or, if considered, looked at without the essential connection to life's
particular details. Sidoli's (1998) and Politsky's (1995) studies demonslrate that images
must be considered in relationship to the life context of the individual. In this study, data
was gathem1 from the participants' life situations. Jung (1964) emphasizes. YNo dream
symbol can be separated from the individual that dreams it" (p. 53).
Sidoli's (1998) study is a clinical example where the salient dream image is an
obvious archetype. that is. a recognizable, common human experience. The panicipants in
my study discussed not only the relationship of their dream images with their personal
context. but also how common human patterns, or archetypes, contributed to their
interpretations.
Drwn images are psychological images that~ not haphazard. Psychological
images serve I flUTpOSe as demonstrated in Sidoli's (1998) clinical example and as
exemplified in Politsky's (1995) self-study. There is, most often, initial ambiguity around
the imaginal content. However, as the attentive focus progresses. the essential subjective
dialogue helps to clarify image function and meanings. Just as our physical health
requires allention so, too, does our imaginal life. Hall (1983) and Mattoon (1978)
recognized that, for the most part, the image and dream function is regUlatory or
compensatory. In my research, I explored the compensatory function of the participants'
dream images.
The two participants in this study are the true expens for interpreting their dream
images. Looking at their dream images in a non.clinical setting, aided by ideas in Carl G.
Jung's analytical psychology, will be hetpful to the participants' interest in understanding
their dreams,
Sratement of the Problem
The experience of dream images is a axnmon one: "Dreaming is nonna!,
physiological. universal, and human as childbinb" (Ulman ct al .• 1979, p. 317). Despite
this, many people are generally oblivious to the inherent and imponant layers of meaning
of dream images... There is a lack of awareness of simple but psychologically sound
conccptua1 tools that can enhance insighl '1lIough all of llS have been exposed to a
number of psychological theories, few Ilave a sense of how to get started in actually
working with dreams and with the unconscious" (Johnson. 1986. p. 13). By look..ing
closely at dream images we can begin to see and undcntand their oftentimes perplexing
fonn; this form may even appear to bedeceptivc. H~vcr, lung (1963) states:
To me, dreams are a pan of nature, which harbours no intention to deceive, but
exprc5ses something as best it can, JUSl as a plant grows Of an animal seeks its
food as best it can. These forms oflifc. too, have no wish 10 deceive our eyes, but
we may dccciveourseives because ourcycs are soon-sightcd. (p. 161)
Dreaming is a human experience that can be a meaningful life guide. By working
with dreams and the images they present, .. we generally learn most of what we need to
know about ourselves and the meaning of our lives..... (Johnson, 1986. p. 13).
Dream images originate: in the unconscious and emerge with a deliberate and
exactly intended purpose. "To express what it intends, the psyche selects an especially apt
image from all the images available in the experience of the individual in order 10 serve a
quite specifIC metaphorical purpose" (Adams, 1997. p. 105). In addilion il provides
imponant information to analyse personal hislory. Dreams "reflect the psyche's attempts
to overcome obstacles, make meaning. and provide potential oplions for the future"
(Salman. 1997. p. 64). Hall (1983) highlights three particular~ from Jungian theory to
assist in an adequate interpretation of images: (I) pay attention to details in the dream
and/or image, (2) amplify at personal, cultural anti archetypal levels, (3) take into
consideration life's context and personal development whtch, in Jungian terms, is referred
to as individuation.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to describe and interprel the personal meanings of
the salient dream images. in light of Jungian theory. as experienced by rwo women
outside of a clinical setting. Discussion of this information helps expand OUf
undersranding of:
personal meanings attached 10 predominant dream images for these two
2. the possible connection 10 a broader human experience - collective
dimension - of these two women's individual images
3. the extent to which there is a relationship between life's context and
dream images
4. how Jungian theory might contribute to awareness and increased
comprehension of personal dream images for the panicipants
S. how images might reflect psychological and emotional issues
Significance of the Study
The significance of the siudy lies both in Ihe process of exploring dream images
and the relationship the participants have with their dream im.agcs as they delermine
meaning. This information provides insight into how people may benefit from a 0011-
clinical interpretation of their dream images in terms of Jungian theory.
Research Question
As indicaled above. what;ue the personal meanings the participants altach to their
salienl dream images?
Limitations of the Study
Tbe major limitation of this study was thaI it focussed on the experience of a
limited number of participants. For this reason the resuhs may no! be generalized 10 lhe
broader populalion.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
There is a paucity of academic research on Jungian based dream interpretation.
Nonetheless. lhis review examines literature that identifies and explains several of the
principle concepts the Jungian approach uses in attaching meaning to dream images. In
this regard, the researcher looked at how Carl G. Jung originally devised his conceptS.
what some of those who studied his theory had to say, and how they applied it. As well.
this literature review examines the different ways in which meaning is attached to dream
images and images that arise from the unconscious in general. For example. the
researcher looked al non-clinically and clinically arrived at meanings. individual and
group derived meanings, dream specific images and play images. verbal and visual
representations of meanings. Finally. this review examines what the lilerafUre suggests
about the process of attaching meaning to dream images and the benefits of engaging in
dream interpretation. For example. the researcher looked at the benefits of collabor2lion
and the specifIC advantages of applying partkular Jungian influenced l00ls to arrive at
image understanding.
Significance of Dream Interpretation
Mattoon (1978) states that 'the dream is an imponant aspect of human
experience, which must be taken into account in the search for wholeness. and that dream
interpfCWion is an art that can be learned..... (p. 201). The literall1le that is influenced by
the analytical psychology of Car! G. Jung seems to position dream interpretation as
imponant in the development of the individual. According 10 Stevens (1994). dreams
H suve individuation [Jung's tenn for self.actualization] by making valuable unconscious
potential availabk 10 the whole persona.Iity'" (p. 8.5). This coostructive purposive
approach is not purely an individual matter but must also be viewed in terms of the whole
ofhumanily: Stevens (I99S) quotes Jung, "We may expect 10 find in dreams everything
that has ever been of significance in the life of humanity" (p. 103). While there appears
10 be strong endorsements of the advantages of dream interpretation, there is also
controversy and ambiguily around it (Oan. 1994).
"The dream is a natural product of the psyche" (Collected Works ofCG. Jung,
1953·1978. Vol.7: 131). Many cultures Ihroughout the centuries have turned 10 dreams for
a variety of intentions: to gain information and insight about the unseer. world. to activate
spiritual and physical healing. and to incruse knowledge about the happenings in this
wodd and the future (Capuzzi &£ Black. 1986: Stevens. 1995: Hall. 1971). Slevens (1995)
notes thaI a second century Roman soothsayer found records of dreams inscribed on clay
tablets which dated as far back as 3000 a.c. and even earlier. During lhe Roman era. after
the deaths of several rulers wen: predicted in dreams. Caesar Augustus decreed "that all
drums about the commonWQ)th must be told in the marketplace" (Capuzzi & Black.
1986). Currently there is growing interest in drum interpretation (HealOfI. Hill. Peterson.
Rochlen. & bet. 1998) which will undoubtedly be influenced by today'scultural
characteristics.
Interpreting Images From the Unconscious: Jungian Perspective
Currently. there are a variety of lheoretical approaches to arriving at an
understanding of. and anaching meaning to, dream images. Most theoretical approaches
are rooted in Freudian. Jungian or Existentialistlhcory (Mattoon. 1978). For the purposes
of this research. I used and emphasized the Jungian perspective based on the. analytical
psychology of Carl G. Jung. Despite the long history of interest in dreams and the
different theoretica1 approaches. there is a paucity of researdl (Heaton et aI. 1998:
Diemer. Lobell. Vivino. & Hill. 1996; Hill. Diemer. & Heaton. 1997), and evcn" neglect
and lack. of interest in dream imerpretation in psychiatric teaching" (Hall, 1917, p. xxiii).
The absence of information proved to be an obstacle as Ilook.ed for studies relevam to my
research. An additional challenge was posed by Jungian theory itself: •• the major deficit
of Jung's Iheofy... is the lack. ofPJttislon that ac:compante!i its lxeadth. probably
DCCeSWily. In attempting to attOUnt for the widest possible range of dreams, Jung
developed concepts that. in use. lend themselves to limitless possibilities" (Mattoon.
1978. p. 199-200). "Jung's empirical approach.tuing imo account the psychic facts
presented by 167,000] dreams. forced him to modify, clarify. and expand his theory or
method repeatedly. over many years. Thus the theory grew and changed organic:aJly"
(Mauoon. 1978. p. 1981. According 10 Day (1990) Jung's lack. of a sysrcmatic CJtpression
of his ideas" poses an obvious problem for those who would seek a well-rounded
understanding and application of his personality theory. When faced with the concep1ual
comple"ity of analytical psychology. intereSted academicians and practilioners have often
baJ""'"(P.438).
There is a lack of research on the phenomena of personal images that emerge from
the unconscious. dream images induded. Russel-Chapin and Rybak. (19%), Early
(1992). and Johnson (1986) support lung's observation that this is an aspec1 of
psychology that is ignom1. even devalued. Johnson (1986) states:
In modem Western society we have reached a point at which we try to get by
without acknowledging the inner life at all. We act as though there were no
unconscious. no realm of the soul, as though we could live full lives by fixating
ourselves completely on the external, material world (p. 10).
1bose who do lhis research and discuss related theory draw attention 10 images from
dreams and their interpretation but also value images that emerge from the unconscious in
waking hours. According to Johnson (1986) and Early (I992) these important images
reflect inner psychological processes, even soul woo.
Discussion of images that emerge from the unconscious and their significance can
be found in the disciplines of Jungian analytical theQpy. an therapy. play therapy and
sandplay therapy. to name a few. Manyo( these use physical mediums to concretize the
inner imaginal content. McWhinnie (1985) recognizes Jung's influence in the areas of an
education and an therapy. She notes, " Jung provided me with... the insight that... the
unique vision in the lives and worts of so many anists comes from the interaction of both
the personal unconscious and the collective" (p. 98). Using an example from play therapy,
Allan and Brown (1993) present a case study of an eighl·year old boy who exhibited
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severe behaviour problems; they describe the boy's meaningful images refiecting his
inner psychological processes as he progrnscd through play therapy. The boy presented
in play and drawings his deep internal conflict which demonstrated in his c1inkally
supervised play that he was coming to tenns with his strugg~.Allan and Brown (1993)
pointed OUI that it was the psyche's sdf-hcaling archetype thai: was II wort as he
progressed through stages of chaos. struggle and resolution. They state:
A Jungian approach...places emphasis on the imponancc: of the positive
therapeutic alliance in activating the self-healing archetype embedded within
children's psyches. Once this is aetivared. the chikiren will act out play lhemcs
that are signifICant to their own struggles.... Jung believed that the human p5)'Che
was a self-regulating structure lhal knew how to heal itself (p. 30-31).
The language of symbols gave expression to the boy's deep unconscious feelings of
abandonment. loss of control and fear. As the themes unfolded and the boy interacted
with his images he was able to imCgBle his difficult life experiences and better adjust [0
his life situation. One of his images was an atdletypaI hero. a very personal and
meaningful symbol for him because he struggled with ambivalent feelings about his hero
falher. Allan and Brown's (1993) study shows the archetypal forms being given personal
meaning as they are spelled oot with penine:nt details from an individual's life
experiences: Mil is this ability Ian archetypal abililY from the self thai. C(M)f'(!inates and
mediateS] to struggle wilh good and bad feelings in oneself and 10 integrate painful
feelings inlo ego consciousness that leads to growth and psychological maturation"
(p.3l).
Carl G. Jung's analytical psychology discusses dream images thai emerge from
the unconscious as indkativc of one's inner life: in other words.,lhese images are
"
symbolic. "According to lung. our dreams make us more whole by using images thai tell
us aboot parts of ourselves that we are ignoring, suppressing, or simply nor using. and so
our unconscious is a partner..." (Ulman. 1979. p. 52). Early (1992) identified images that
emerged from the unconscious. generated from his students' feelings around their malh
challenges. These images reflected "deep psychological W31er:s':' (p. IS): mey were
symbohc of the students' inner world. In sorting 001 image meaning. Jung and post-
Jungians emphasize that an image form is precisely what it needs to be. ""To cx.press what
it intends. the psyche selects an especially apt image from all the images that are available
in the experience of an individual in order to serve a quite: specific metaphorical purpose"
(Adams, 1997. p. lOS). k is these specifiC images thal provide a symbolic language for us
10 woB; wilt! in dream interpretation and image inlCrpr-c:lation in gencr:tl. "Dreams .._
remain major vessels that connect our conscious mind with deeper layers of unconscious
material" (Romeroct al.• 1985.p. 185).
Compensatory Function of Images from the Unconscious
"The unconscious has a particular capacity (0 Crcale images and to use these
images as symbols. It is these images that fonn our dreams. creating a language by which
the unconscious communicates its contents to the conscious mind"" (Johnson. 1986.
p. 20). Images are part of a psychologically creative process that serves a regulatory
function. "The dream in Jungian psychology is seen as a natural. regulatory psychic
process. analogous to compensalOl)' mechanisms of bodily functions" (Ha1l. 1983. p. 23).
According to Mattoon (1978). Jung "applied the concept of compensation to most dream
"
intcrptetaliortS because be haddi.scovered empirically. in attempting to sum up the varied
ways in whidl a dream behaves, that the 'concept of compensation (seems] 10 be the only
adeqlWe [formula)·...• non<ompensatory dream is unusual" (p. 120). Compensation may
occur in different ways in a dream (Manoon. 1978):
confinning a conscious state
presenting information the dreamer is no( totally aware of in an exaggerated
fonn in order to draw attention to it
revealing modified informalion about the conscious anitude. showing an
opposite view 10 an inadequate even threalening conscious viewpoint in order
to help com:ct it
answering a question for the dreamer.
"Although vinually all dreams are compensatory. some compensate negalively,lhat is
reductively [looking at causal role of images); others, positively.lhat is. constructively
(i.e. to what purpose]" (Mattoon. 1978. p. 125). Jung emphasized" the dynamic
interaction of unconsdous structural detenninants with the conscious will and reason in
the teleological [purposive] movement afme human psyche" (Day. 1990. p. 440).
According 10 Salman (1991), all aspects of ourselves. both conscious and unconscious.,
are looking for ~ a place at the table" (p. 67). 11Je unconscious effectively plays its role in
the compensatory process and .. dishes up the images needed to balance our conscious
one-sidedness so that we can include all sides of ourselves as we become ourselves"
(Ulanov. 1997, p. 307).
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Who is Interested in. and Responds to, Dream Image Interpretation
Russell-Chapin et aI. (1996) reported how they successfully usedexperienrial
projects ID contribute to graduate swdc:nts'~ of Jungian c:onceplS. that is... to
map their own development increasing awareness of the most highly developed aspects of
lheirpcrsonalities as well as aspects oflhemselves that they may have neglected"
(p. 111). They recognized that counselling fields have emphasized-cognitive and
behaviour21 approaches to the lack of more expansive ideas on the psyche. According to
RU'5eIl-ehapin et aI. (1996). lung also felt psychology, in general... igno~d the
existence. influence and wonder of the unconscious" (p. 171).
Then: seems to be some evidence to support the view that specifK: gIOtIps of
people respond ro. and arc more interested in. dream imcrpretation. Those who
volunteered in the study by Hill et al. (1997), .. were high in absorption ,_, were open. had
positive auitudes toward dreams. estimated that they recalled their drums frequently, and
were typically women" (p. 59-(0). According to Diemeret aI. (1996), the researchers'
experience had indicated that" some c1ienlS respond bener 10 dream interpretation than
others"(p. Ill).
Mattoon (1978) recognizes the: complex nature of the relationship between dream
and dreamer staling thal dream images as symbols ~can have. for the same dreamer at the
same: time multiple meanings which are all facets of the same central truth" (p. 98).
Heaton et at (1998). using the Hill model of dream interpretation. "have observed that
clients who enter therapist-facilitated dream interpretation sessions with previously
fannulated dream interpretations are often surprised to Ieam that their dream can be
I'
inleTpfCted on multiple levels and that they can learn something new" (p. 119). According
to Maltoon (1978). "By making an integral connection between the conscious and the
unconscious, the individual may achieve a wider mental horiton. a new orientalion
toward life. and an ordering of a work( ttw has been bewildering" (p. 4).
Role of CoUective Unconscious
In the Jungian approach. to undemand the images from the unconscious. the first
steps essentially involve associating the image with pmonaJ and cultural memories.
feelings and ideas. II is a valuable prerequisite 10 consider images against one's
immediate life context. "No dream symbol can be separated from the individual who
dreams it" (Jung. 1964. p. S3). However. Jung did not: limit imaginal understanding 10
these sources; in addition, the collective unconscious is an imponant source of
information about images. (Stevens. 1994). "'The collective unconsctous is common to us
all: it is the foundation of what the ancients called the 'sympathy of all things'" (Jung.
1963,p.138).
In the collective unconscious, ard'lelype5 • innate universal mol:ifs or patterns •
give fonn to personal images (archetypal images) in consciousness. Hequel (1992)
explains. "When you consciously identify an archelype that has been at work in your
unconscious, Ihe energy from thai archetype becomes available 10 pUI to conscious use.
You become aware of what you are really doing, inslead of consciously striving in one
direction while unconscious energy is pulling you in another..... (p. 48). In Sidoti's (1998)
study, an aduh client complains of his wife's rage and abuse while he behaved as a
IS
frightened child art:ltetype. negative pucr actemU$. Sidoli (1998) cxplains that the Puer
Aetemus is a child god from antiquity; meaning 'eternal youth' it is used to indicate a
lype of rrwJ who ~ remains tOO long in adolescent psychology'" (p. 25·26). When he had a
dream image of a roaring lion (arthctypa! image made available to personal
consciousness in his dreams) and worked with it, he was able to be lrllnsformed from
being caught ps)'dlologically in his unheaJlhychild·mod1er relationship by the lion's
masculine potency. to takec:harge ofbis own masculine power.
According to Day (1990). Jung's theory of the collective unconscious with its
innate archetypes was the·· most important profound insight and contribution to the study
of the psyche••. TIle collective unconscious consists of Itdletypc:s, or structuring panems
of the psyche"(p. 439). Day emphasizes that conscious experience is influenced by an
archetype. Stevens (1995) slates that" archetypal pofentiaJ ...influences our dreams as
profoundly as anylbing else about us~ (po 129). According to Johnson (1986), .. the
symbols in our dreams are lied to those universal strums of energy when we encoumer
the symbols. as Jung did. in myth. religion. and other ancient soorces" (p. 60).
Symbolic [mages and Psychological Struggle
Symbolic images from the unconscious often emerge when there is a struggle.
Early (1992) discusses the wrilings of some of his university math studenls. He offered
them eXIra credillo lhink of a recent challenging malh problem and provide a wriucn
response containing a fantasy image or sequence of images - story Of dream· thaI
caplured their affecl al the time. Early (1992) believed that slruggling Wilh a math
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problem could push a student into deeper recesses of life struggles, for example. in terms
of success and failure. identity questions. His purpose was to increase self·knowkdge. not
better math scores. Like AlJatJ and Brown's (1993) study afan eight·yearold. there is a
transfonnative process ar: wort.. When learning something difficult. psychological energy
is invested and it is painful to bn:ak down old ways of knowing; there is usually
confusion and chaos and. therein, lies the potential. Early (1992) uses the common
Jungian theme of alchemy where psychologK:ally. and potentially transfornwive, raw
emotion is turned into gold or wisdom. He ciles an example of a studem who, from his
psychic depths, re-expcrienced painful childhood memories. The lransformativc process
discovered a dart undeveloped side and began" ajourney into Soul" (Early, 1992., p. 11).
There is not only lhe arduous inrelketual arrival at a malh solution but also a dissolving
of emotional energies and tensions; this is the ps)'1::hological alchemical process of
luming prima materia inoo substance. Images are certainly about life's particulardelaiJs
such as a difficult math problem and a deplh experience of hurtful memories but they also
point to something beyond them: where the imaginal content is leading. According to
Stcvens (1995), this yiclding of symbols comes from the
... bridge.building capacity of the ps)'Che (between the conscioos and
uncooscious]. .. This symbol fonn_ion requires a marriage between the conscious
and unconscious halves of the psyche. To each half, the other is indispensable:
without conscious fonnulation the now of unconscious images would go
unrecognizable; and if cut off from the unconscious now, consciousness woold be
starved of nourishment (po 176-177).
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Dreamer's Unique Relationship With Dream Images
Jung inslsted on the dreamer's relationship with the drum Slaling... every shade
of meaning is determined by the associations of the dreamer..... (as cited in Maltoon.1978.
p. 45). This is exemplified by Sidoli's (l998) discussion of tile clinical cases of two
individuals. While both bring a lion image to their therapy it is only by looking at their
indivtduallife COnlex15 can the image be adequately interpreted. One of these clients is an
adult male who is experiencing himself as a helpless victim in a marital abuse situation.
He reporu. as therapy~ about the emergence in a dream of a roaring lion image.
Sidoli (1998) recognised the compensatOl}' function of this archetypal wild animal king.
The client was eventually able to tap into the transfonnative energy that was available 10
him in this needed assertive masculine symboL JUDg explains. "'The psyche is a self·
regulatory system that maintains its equilibrium just as the body does. Every process lhat
goes 100 far immediately and inevitably calls (anh compensations and without these there
would be neither a normal melabolism nor a normal psyche. In this sense we can taU the
theory of compensation as a basK: law of psychic behavK>ur. Too liale on one side results
in too much on the other. Similarly. the relation between conscious and unconscious is
compensatory" (CW 16:330). Jungexplains, .. panieularly when the conscious attitude
tends lOOexciusively in a direction that would threalen the vila! needs of the individual
...[Ihenj... vivid dreams with a slrongly comrasting bUI purposive coment will appear as
an expressiOfl of the self-regulation of the psyche"' (CW 8:488).
Sidoli's (1998) second client is a child who is uying to make sense OUI of his
parents' turbulent divorce; a bullying lion couple image emerged in play therapy
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R:presenting the child's parents. According to Whitmont (1978). ·'Symbols. as they
spontaneously arise from unconscious depths. are potential guides to psychic health
because they point to ... contexts of meaning" (p. 59). Eventually Sidoli's client
symbolically expkxes his feelings of helpkssness and rage towards his parents; he
became empowered to stand up to the harmful behaviour of the lion couple image and. in
so doing. he became more empowered to move beyond his debilitating helplessness in the
face of his parent's divorce and personalities. Sidoli (1998) notes, MDanie1100ked
triumphant, I congratulated him and his friends for the brilliant victory against the
bullies" (p. 33).
Individual and Collective Experience of Images
Image interpretation nor: only requires attention to the individual dimension of
perwnal context and associations bUl also to the collective unconscious and its archetypal
content where connection to universal human experience is impmant. Research usually
reflects either implicitly or explicitly both the individual and collective dimensions. Allan
and Brown (1993) examine both dimensions for a young boy in therapy as he moves from
themes of aggression and conflict in early sessions 10 positive constructive action in laler
sessions. Images of good guys being sunounded by enemy aliens represented some or~
boy's early conflict. These images concrelely expressed his working out of fear and
abandonment issues:~ conflicling images held his deep painful and lurbulent emotions.
By incrementally integrating painful aspectS of his experience as represented by changing
images. the boy was able 10 feci safer and face his ambivalent feelings towards his hero
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archetype (collective dimension). Grettky. who was connected to feelings around his
ambivalent. individual experience of hero-father. Early (1992) further iIIustmes the self-
healing archetype of the psyche and the transfonnative power of symbols thai emerged
from the frustrating dlallenges of math wort. The images carried the students' individual
and collective unconscious energies. The images represented the personal mathematical
calculation difficulties and their individual deep psychological issues: their explorations
brought connections to archetypal akhemtcaJ processes. a broader level of meaning that
adds to the individual insight. The lion dream image in Sidoli's (1998) discussion assists
the transformation from the individual client's anger and blame imo a responsible adult
male conrtdence. The client's problems were represented by the image and experience of
the frightened child archetype and his repression of unexpressed emotion; the diem's
problems dissipated as he gained insight by exploring his painful childhood but also by
examination of the collective experience. This was tnnsformed into the suength to roM
by tapping inlo the archetypal male lion and appropriately expressing his anger against
current abuse.
Clinical and Non-clinical Benefits of Working with Images
Allan and Brown (1993), and Sidoli (1998) are examples of studies of a
therapeutic: relationship in which a client benefits from the identifying of and relating to
personal images and their archetypes. PolilSky (1995) is a sclf·smdy of personal growth
and transformation that started with dream images and then progressed with images
emerging from an anistic: process. She attests: 'Through the proceeding years of
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transition. the archclypes and images served as powerful guiding forces in my life"
(p. 19). Early (1992) reports on his non-clinical example of students' writing where
meaningful images unfold that captUre feelings around their malhcmalical experience:
"the direction of lhis image work.. .is to look more closely at what we [leaChers and
students) do. see what is going on, play with images.~ and feelings lraditionally
ignored. devalued. forgotten."(p. IS). Johnson {I986) writes lhat it is impentive that time
and energy be given to interaction with the unconscious: "Our isolation from the
unconscious is synonymous with our isolation from our souls. from the life of the spirit...
this inborn demand rOlf meaning and inner cxpericnce...can only force its way back into
our lives lhrough neurosis. inner conflicts and psychological symptoms that demand our
attention." (p. 10). According 10 Stevens (I99S). Jung's advice to many of his patients
who suffered" from a loss of meaning in lheir lives...ralher lhan wm to the traditional
declining institutions, tum inward and establish contact with the symbol.·making
capacities latent within OUf own psychic nalure ... Experiencc had taught (Jung]lhat, in
lhe process, meaning and purpose flood back inlOone's Iifc" (p. 334-335).
Archetypal Dimension of Images
Maloney (1999) concluded in his descriplive. quanlitalive study thai archelypal
themes such as quest, attachment. and conflict arc. .. robustly relevant in adult cognition"
(p. 111) and that archetypal structure affects .. adult perception" (p. 111). Maloney's
(1999) swdy reinforces thai archetypes are innately stnJetured tendencies.. Stevens (1994)
notes. too. Iha! "It is the predisposition to have certain experiences thai is archetypal and
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inherited, not the cl(perience itself' (p. 39). 1be starting point for interpretation of images
emerging from the unconscious is amplifICation of personaJ and cultural details
associated with an image followed by amplif)C&[jon of archetypes: K the archetypal
content is explored 50 as to set the dream in the context of human life as a whole"
(Stevens. 1994. p. 88). This process may include: examining details around myths, ancient
religious symbols. and fairy tales. "Such a storyboard, proponents say, lets people see
things more clearly and perhaps gain undemanding they dido'thave: befOle" (Hequet.
1992, p. 48). Politsky's (1995) self-sNdy ofpersonal crisis and growth. repons that her
process" was not only my story. but is part of the 'universal, archetypal material' that is
capabk of strilOng a chord in anyone who ruds it" (p. 9).
Understanding Images Means Understanding an Individual's Life
[keam images. in and of themselves. are inlriguing. However. understanding them
requires a consideration of the relationship of the imager 10 the images. Allen and
Brown's (1993) siudy of an 8·yearold's inuges of good guys being surrounded by enemy
aliens represented the boy's internal unresolved conflict as he worked out issues of fear
and abandonment. Sidoli's (1998) adult client dreams about a male lion as he progresses
through therapy leaming to identify, transform and express his feelings. The masculine
energy from the lion image prompts him to acknowledge his maturing feelings and 10
express them. PoIilsky's (1995) self-study proVided an image of a woman named Care
who is floating ~ upon a throne of fire, she holds a white and puny image of [the dreamer)
in one hand while she presses her thumb inlo [the dreamer's] Chesl with Ihe other"
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(p. 14). Politsky came 10 realise that Clare represented unconscious and repressed
inltovened aspects oCher personality.
The literature. induding Jung (CW 8:263), (1964). Mattoon (1978), Stevens
(1995). Politsky (1995>, and Whitmant (1978), suggest that images that emerge from lhe
unconscious must be viewed as symbolic language that expresses precisely what is
intended. The actual dream images provide details and information about the dreamer and
the dreamer's life. Adequate translation necessarily involves personal life stories as well
as insipt from our shared story of humanity as depicted in myths, fairy tales. religious
ideas or any form of universal experiences (uchetypes). These symbolic images and their
COl'lRCC1ion 10 the less understood collective unconscious are as natural to human
psychology as are the physical bodily processes. McWhinnie (1985) statcslhat "Jung
wrote thar our SOlIls as well as our bodies are composed ofindivM:luaI elements which are
already present in the ranks of our ancestors" (p. 98).
Benefits of Working with Images
Studies reveal that there is hencfl1 from personal reflection on. and altention being
gi~n to. dram images. Accenting to Manoon (1978). undersunding dreams can" help a
person understand human behaviour ... [and] ...10 live moo: produclively" (p. 4). Early
(1992) Slated that it was his student's difficulties wilh math problems Ihat opened up
depth experiences and potential akhemical transfonnation. Sidoli (1998) and Allen and
Brown (1993)dcscribe separate intemal connicts of a young boy who works through
personal painful experiences through the use of waking images. Sidoli (1998) also reports
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on lhe difficulties experienced by an adult male as be confronts childhood and current
helpkssness and !he progress he made when he was able to utilise transformalive energy
from a dream image. According to Romero elal. (1985). a collective fantasy experience
of arcbc:types contributes to a group processw~ the .. group feels more comp~e.
cohesive and powerful at !he end of the experience" (p. 18S). When using dream
inlerpretation in group counselling. it can offer" pocential for advances in member self-
understanding, group cohesiveness. and group stimulation.. (Clad, 1994, p. 143).
PoIilSky (1995) states that her personal crisis and tr3nSformation "uneanhed" images that
made healing and courage available 10 her. PoJitsky reflected on dream images and
images that were produced anistica1ly. A<:cording to Diemert! al. (1996) dream
inlerprewion is as effective a therapy as any method for "distressed clients". The resulls
oflhcirstudy
...suggest that dream interpretation did not offer anything dnmatically different or
bener than other therapeutic strategies. Thus we cannot say thai therapy must
include dream inlefpret.alion Of that dream interpretation in comparison to other
interVentions allows therapistS to access deeper material On lhe other hand. the
results also do not suggest any negative effects from focussing on dreams in a
structured way within Iherapy... !he Hill model of dream interpretation...is as
helpful a path as others (p. 109).
The Hill model. though containing some~ in common with Jungian
dream imerpretar.ion, is 1'10( a Jungian approach 10 dream interpretation as emphasised by
my research. It is, nonetheless, therapeutically beneficial for some people (Heaton et aI.,
1998). Diemer et al. (19%) Slate Ihat one major common clement between the Hill model
and. Jungian approach is Ihat dreams are to be interpreted in terms of one's personal
relationship 10 it and no!. through detached meanings found in dream dictionaries.
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Image Interpretation: Clinical VS. Non-clinical Settings
The IileratUte makes recommendations about dream and image inteTpretation
settings. It provides examples of working with both dream and waking images in clinical
settings and the progress that is made in those settings. PoIitsky (1995) stales that at some
point in personal growth. clinical sessions may be necessary. Johnson (1986) writes that
sincere wod with our own symbols will bring us insight about ourselves; he also does
caution that a professional may be needed in some instances due to the powerful nature of
the unconscious. Russell-Chapin et at. (1996) describe experiences of Jungian consuucts
provided to counselling students as a way to develop possibly neglected aspects of
themselves; but it is also a means to better understand these constrocts so they can better
serve their polcntial clientele. Early (1992) finds that a simple invitation to write: about
emerging images allows his students to experience another part of themselves. According
(0 Healon et aI. (1998)... clients preferred therapist-facilitated sessions over self-guided
sessions" (p.. I [5). However. the clients in this study were not 'real' clients but were
university student volunteers. Nonetheless. these panicipants. using !he Hill model of
dream interpretation. reported Mgreatttdepth. mastery. and insight, as well as moredrea.m
exploration-insight gains and more action-related gains from therapist-facilitated sessions
than from self-guided sessions" (Heaton et al.. 1998).
lung favoured doing dream interpretation in the context of individual analysis but
did not limit the dreamer to that avenue: however, his specifIC advke on seJr-gutded
interpretation is scarce. and he warns against 'unintelligent and incompetent application'
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(Mauoon. 1978). Shuttleworth-Jordan (1995) presents an effective groupop6on to
working on dreams: "By means armis method (a systematized Jungian based group
method] people without prior (onna! uaining in dream interpretation an: quickly inducted
into the language of dreams and discover a procedure for sensitively and effectively
aiding lhc healing process of understanding another's dreams" (p. 19). Romeroet a1.
e1985) demonst:rale tl1at there is another viable group process option to approach the
unconscious; this is called active imagination (a Jungian process lhrough which fantasies
are produced to approach the unconscious, especially lIle collective one) and they use it 10
develop "a collective fantasy" (p. 181). In addition, mey applied their collective fantasies
to differen,"art forms, making the whole process doubly gratifying as the: unconscious is
reached and represented... " (p. 185). Jung states that" by giving (I vague-content
emerging from the unconscious) a visible (oem... by drawing, painting or modelling...one
goes 00 dreaming the dream in greater detail in the waking Slale..," (CW 8:180). Despite
the fact that Heaton et at (1998) reponed that their evidence" suggests that therapisls
playa critical role in making the dream interprelalion process meaningful and useful"
(p. 120), and thai Y clients preferml therapist faciliweet sessions over self-guided
sessiOl1S~ (p. II 5).~ was also Y evtdence for the efflCllCY of !he self-guided dream
manual" (p. 120). However, Heaton et aI. (1998) suggested that, when working solo. it is
possible to be limited by individual blind spots and defences. Stevens (1995) also
suggests there may be limilations due to blind sp:tts when working alone on dreams.
According 10 Hill et aI. (1997). Y the most helpful aspects of dream interpretation wert
insight. links 10 waking life. and receiving another penon's input" (p. 53). In the study by
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Diemer et aI. (1996), dream interpretation was as helpful as other therapies but again
woRing within the framework ollherapi5t facilitated sessions, dream work. included.
proved "benefICial to clients" (p. 109). The Hill model is by design a collaborative model
and the Jungian approach also favours woding wim another person. This is good advice
to follow according to Harry Wilman who is quoccd by Shaftoo (1995) as stating:
"Inexperienced peopk who are not trained in dream analysis should not dive into these
troubled, dangerous waters, but should know that lislening itself, without any
interpretation. allows the dreamer to reteJl his story. and in the proc:css, possibly change
his attitude and dreams" (p. 3n).
Summary
The literature (Johnson .1986; Maltoon. 1978) shows that Jungian conStnlClS provide
lools for insight and psychological development especially to aspects of personality thaI
are looohen ignored. 1llere is evidence (PolilSky. 1995; Stevens. 1995) thai deriving
meaning from dream images as well as waking images is a beneficial activity for personal
development Image interpretation. dream interpretation included. serve an individual's
psychology in terms of adjustment, healing. growth, resotution of inner tunnoil. and
wholeness. Studies (Adams. 1997; Early. 1992: Hall, 1983) appear to show that images
are symbolic, as Jungian theory posits, and seem to be part ora natural, psychological
regulatory function. The literature (McWhinnie, 1985; Allan & Brown. 1993) reveals thaI
various therapeutic disciplines effectively apply. and benefit from, basie tenets of Jungian
thcory for image interpretation. While this study emphasised the Jungian theoretical
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approach there are other dream theories that could be examined. This area of
investigalion is a challenging one because it involves a deep understanding of human
experience and because Jung', theory is complex and unsystematic:. The lilera1Ure
(Manoon. 1918) indicateS thai this complexity and flexibility pennits dream and/or image
inlcrprewion in a variety of situations and settings. Nonetheless. studies (Heaton et aI.•
1998: Shafton. 1995) show there are specific implications in terms of the process of
interpretation and !be setting.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Design of the Srudy
This is. phenomenologica1 study: the primary data for this srudy is the personal
perspective of two women on their dreams. both spoken and wrinen. 1be purpose of this
research is to investigate lIle personal meanings these two women anach [0 their dreams
within a general Jungian dream interpretation framework. Given that it is these women's
experience of their dreams and their articulated meanings thai are central to this research,
a phenomenoiogjcaJ framewort as ~ study of experiences and the way we put them
togelherto develop a world view" (Marshall &. Rossman. 1995. p. 82) is appropriate. The
two women in this study were asked to provide: personal - verbal and wrinen •
information about the meanings they derived from (heir dreams. Scon and Usher (1996)
Siale that personal accounts and subjective meanings are essential infonnalion 10 research.
'"The phenomenologlca] method is one of direct inquiry in which constant
questioning provides funher insights into the lived experience" (Morse.. 1994. p. 91).1
used semi·$lIUCtured, open-ended inrerview questions "in order 10 obtain the panicipant's
unique perspective" (Whin. 1991. p. 411). The questions and discussion were adjusted
according to the panicipams' evolving perspective and deepening understanding. One's
narrative gives "new meaning to [the] past ... in terms oflhe present" and reconstruction
of the reality of the silUation in an imerview does not mean there is deceit but '"the self is
focever r.volving~ (Scon & Usher, 1996, p. 66). This flexibility characterized the
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interviews. The purpose of the intel'\'iew ....or the most pan is not to get simply yes and no
answers but description or an episode. a linkage. an explanation" (Stake, 1995. p. 54).
Careful attention was paid to me participants' points of view and self-<!.isdosuJe,. 1his
research is not trying to prove a particular hypothesis or test a set of variables. Its purpose
is (0 come to understand bow others experience a pbenomenon" (caines. 1998. p. 41).
Drums. as pan ofpsychologica1 processes. are appropriately studied qualitatively_
Dream images are complex and layered with meaning. Morse (1994) describes quaJitative
research as understanding a complclt social situation on its own terms. This research
investigated the way two women participants understood their dream images guided by
Carl G. lung's approach as suggested by Hall's (1983) stepS in Jungian Dream
~andJohnson·s(I986)practicalsuggc:sttonsinlnnerWoR..Semi-struetured
interviews and pre-interview writings consisting of the actual dream content. associated
understandings. and contextual details, were the main sources of insight into what
meanings the participantS discovered from their dIcams. In the fourth and final interview,
the participants were also asked 10 select an an medium 10 organize lheir dream content
and meaning into a simple mandala. a basic circular shape. This subjeclive perspective
and personal conuibulion is best studied with qualitative research ....hich ,ends to
emphasize the dynamic. holistic and individual aspects of the human experience and
auempts to capture lOOse aspects in their entirety. within the context of those who are
studying them "(Polil & Hungler. 1997. p. 32.5).
While my methodology is qualitative. Ibis does not exclude some of the valuable
lessons from positivistic thought such as "'the imponanoe of c1arilY of expression,"
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defining "'terms where necessary'" and indicating "relevant distinctions" (Hammersley.
1995. p. 19). In the sources 1 I'cJerm1 10 in the literature review. most authors used a
qualitative approach. This suggests 10 me that the qualitative design is an effective
investigative avenue to pursue in order to detennine best the meanings that Ihis slUdy's
panicipants attached to [heir dream content. Following each interview,. recorded notes
on any salient featUres of the interview itself. including participant contribution and my
thoughts and insights regarding lhat: disalssi<ln and the interview questions. This
systematic and sincere loot at participant drum images hopefully provides another
option to persons inquiring about their dreams besides the dismissing comment 'thaI's
just a dream' or the misleading quick aJ1SWC1S found in dream dtetionaries that do not
consider the unique life of each dreamer. After all. according 10 Manhall and Rossman
(1995). a strength of qualitative research is that il can appropriately delve "into
complexities and processes" (p. 44).
Method
Tbe research sample is a purposive crilCria-based sample that was open only to
women. II was purposive in thai volunteers were associated with a local women's
network, assuming that members of such groups have an active interest in self-insight. A
second crilerion was that lhey would be willing to share verbally and in wriuen fonn their
dream images and autobiographical details. It is a convenience sample in that it consisted
of twO women who were easy 10 access in person. I advenised for volunteers by mailing
out fliers 10 panicipanlS from ill local women's network, Becoming an Outdoors Woman.
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Respondents were asked to briefly write why they were interested in this topic.
Respondents could also phone 10 ask for funher information. There weTC several women
who inquired about this~ and two were selected based on their interest and their
availability. This number fit in well with my limitations of time and resources. I am also
more intereSted in describing the experience of these two women in-depth rather than
generalizing to the larger populations. "Qualitative researchers usually work with small
samples of people. nesled in their context and studied in-depth. unlike quantitative
researchers. who aim for larger numbers of context-stripped cases and seek statistical
significance" (Miles de Hubennan. 1994, p. 27).
The data collection source was primarily the scmi-stNCtured interviews. See
Appendix B for interview guide. Prior 10 conducting the first research interview I
practiced on IwO scparalc occasions with two different acquainlanCC:S. This gavc me an
opportunity to become comfortable with the process and to receive feedback on
conducting the interview. One of these ime""iews was with an experienced counsellor so
thaI I could receive feedback on how I was handling my interview and listening skills.
After having spoken to the panicipants 00 the phone. we agreed to meet so that I could
explain the intent of the research. discuss the confidentiality panmeters. and so they
could meet me and make an informed decision about pankiparing. When we met I
advised them. that due to the in-depth nature of dreams. should any therapeutic need arise
I would refer them 10 appropriate services. After the initial meeting. the two panicipants
signed an informed consent form (see Appendix A) and we set up intel'\liew dates. The
site of the fim three inlel'\ltews was the Education Building at Memorial University of
Newfoundland, St. John's. The fourth in1efView required a room to use art supplies: a
local school, St. John Bosco ScbooI was used, The participants were informed that when
they came to each interview it would be necessary to bring a written copy of the dream to
be discussed and written ideas about tbeirdream's meanings. The participants we~
provided with a broad Jungian guided framework in which to write their ideas. A copy of
this is included in Appendix B. Participants were also informed thai interviews would be
of 4s.60 minutes in duration and thai these would be taped and lnlnSCribed. Tapes would
be destroyed following the tennination of the study. A total of four interviews would be
held between June and Scplember. 2000. Due co various commitments by participants and
researcher, dates were sometimes changed but, nonetheless, were still held within this
time period.
Each interview began with general, preliminary convetSaCion. The participants
were infonned of the tentative. generaJ Jungian framework of questions that would be
used. See Appendix B for interview framework. They began by recounting a dream and
were encouraged to relate it exactly as they rernc:mbered it. 1be subsequent questions
were open-ended so that any details the panicipants felt peninent to share they could do
so. The panicipants were advised they could refuse to answer any questions or they could
give veikd responses. They were generally free in their sharing of ideas and experiences.
Each of them was reluctant only on one occasion. It seemed, as the interviews progressed,
they shared more readily. Participants also provided written and verbal biographic
infonnation: the Jungian dream intetpreW.ion framework stipulates that dreams can only
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be understood in light of the dreamer's life context so this infonnation proved helpful in
asking questions and understanding me dreamer's perspective.
Data Analysis
There were two participants for this study. The research was inductive in that I
examined their subjective data and from '"sucocssive examinations of similar and
dissimilar phenomena" (Ucompcc &: Preissle. 1993. p. 42) developed theory thai
hopefully contributed to a better underslaflding of the personal meanings these
participants attached to their dream images. As a resean::her, I am aware of being
influenced by both fonnal and informal thcofy. "Researchers interpret through their own
concepnaaJ and perceptual lens the interpretation made by those being studied" (Scott &:
Usher, p. 67. 19%). This is a challenge to validity. An acknowledged conceptual lens for
this study includes drum interpretation as viewed from Carl G. Jung's analytical
psychology. Nonetheless., data was pthered and organized systematically from the
participants.
"There were four interviews for each panicipant. Each interview was transcribed.
labelled and filed. At each interview, participants submitted written data appropriate to
that dream. Sometimes participants chose to keep their writings during the interview just
for reference: I asked Ihe participanlS 10 recO\lnllheir dreams as they remembered them
rather than read from their wriuen submissions. The wrilings were collecled. labelled and
filed. The contenl of Ihese writings was consistent with the transe:ripts of the inlCfViews:
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there were. howeYC:r. some additions of minor details in the writings and these were laken
into consideratioo when doing the data analysis.
Transcribed inlefView data were collapsed into a readab~ table (see Appendix C).
In the tables. data were categorized for each dream around the identified Salient Dream
Images in Icons of Personal Associations. Culrural Associations. and Archetypal
Associations. Other table sections organized data concerning the following: Relationship
of Images with Dreamer's Life, General PersonaJ Meanings. Relevant Contexwal Details.
Relevant Researcher Notes. Table categories are based on the Jungian Framework as
suggested by Hall (1983) and Johnson (1986). The participant writings were then
reviewed to contrast and compare with the collapsed interview data. Accotding 10 Whitt
(1991), triangulating "multiple sources of data" (p. 413), establishes credibility. Written
data wert consistent with transcribed interview data. There were a few minor clarification
additions in the writings and these were tagged and added 10 the tables in the appropriate
category. Participants also provided written and verbal details about pcninent
autobiographical details; this was filed and I\()(O(j in the appropriale table category where
relevant under Contexlual Details. Following each interview I made notes on any
thoughlS I had about the imervicw regarding the panicipants' undemanding and
recounting of their dream and these were placed in the appropriate calegory labelled
Researcher Notes .
In the nexi step, collapsed data was organiZed into what llilled 'meaning
descriptors' which refer to basic principles laken from Jungian dlUITl interpretation
theory. The collapsed data within the particular descriptors provided additional insighl
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into the panicipams' attached meanings to their dream irnagc:s. This is no( a presenlation
of .11 the descriptors within Jungian theory rather a ~tation of several imponant
tenets and bow they were exemplified in the pan.icipants' dram images.. The meaning
descriptors I used an:: as follows: Salient Images, Sources ofSelected Images,
Compensatory Function, Images as Symbolic Language. An::hetypaJ lmages. Causal and
Purposive Roles of bnages. In the final analysis section. I identified common themes lhat
emerged for each panicipant as they detennined meaning for lhcir dream images.
Ethical Considerations
Prior to the stan armis study. apphcation for approval was made 10, and granted
by, the Interdisciplinary Committee on Ethics in Human Research. Signed consent forms
were obr.ained from participants. A lelltr of consent form is included in Appendix A.
Partjcipanls were informed of measures to ensure anonymity; eventual reporting of data
was done using alias. Tapes and transcripts were desuoyed at the completion of the
~h. PanicipanlS were informed that they might refrain from answering questions
should they wish 10 do SO and thai questions and discussion points wen: not a critique of
personal insights Of their lives. It was made clear that they coold withdnlw at any time.
Participants were informed that appropriate authorities would be a1ened should an issue
of their safely or someone else's arise and should there be a therapeutic need, suitable
recommendations would be made available.
CHAPTER 4
PRESENTAll0NOFDATA AND ANALYSIS
This chapter presents data gathered from two participants' dream images in light
of Jungian principks and cooc:cpts. Based on this data. I present an analysis of the
personal meanings they attached 10 their drtam images. This is not a ~lallon of.
comprehensive interpretation of these panicipants" dreams; rather, it is a prcsenlalton of
many of the significant personal meanings the participants altached to their dreams within
a Jungian framework that contributed to their understanding of their dreams.
Jungian dream inlel'pl'eWion is very complex and can be quile in-depth. Maltoon
acknowledges the breadth and. therefore, the challenge of lung's approach to dream
interpretation Slating that "the major deficit of Jung's theory ...is the lack of precision Ihal
accompanies its breadth, probably necessarily" (Mattoon, 1978. p. 199). In addition to
this. Jung distanceS himself from advocating specific theory: "Learn as much as you can
about symbolism: then forget it aU when you are analyzing a dream" (lung, 1964, p. 42).
Mauoon (1918) writes that Jung said. "'he had no 'theory' of dreams" (p. I). For the
purposes armis study, and given the breadth of Jung's ideas on dream interpretation, I
have focused on a limited number of - but important - Jungian concepts in delineating
personal meanings of !he participants' dream images.
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The pcrsonaI meanings that the two participants anached to their dreams are
outlined within the following descriptors which an: a Jungjan frunework for dream
imcrpretaLiOfl:
Identification of dream images:
"Dreams present an infinite variety of images, all of them are used to symbolize.
in some way. the now of your inner lifc" (Johnson. 1986, p. 79). PanidpanlS transcribed
and namJed their dreams; following lhaI we. identified together the salient dream images
that emerged. This included people. interactions.. illogical events. natural objects, modem
objects. colours, sounds. feelings and shapes.
2. Identifteation of sources of images from current or personal life history
experiences and other sources where necessary:
"Drums are the facts from which we must proceed" (Jung. 1963, p. 171). A
closer look at specific dream images and what associations the dreamer has with these
images contributes to understanding them: .....the unconscious has the habit of borrowing
images from the external siluation and using those images to symbolize something that is
going on inside the dreamer" (Johnson. 1986. p. 68). Sometimes dream 'time periods'
overlapped. ()(t!er times they were distillCl. and sometimes the emphasis was on
awareness and not on any time period. lbese panicular details revealed specific meanings
to the participants as they occurred in lhe dream.
3. Compensalory function of dream images:
Jung recognized dreams as lhe mo5I. common expusion of the psyche" and thai
'"the concepI of cornpensation .. .is capable of summing up all the VatlOllS ways in which a
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dream behaves" (CW 8: S44-54S). Compensation in dreams is "a balancing and
comparing [of] different data or points of vn so as to produce an adjustment or
rectification (CW 8: 545)." This oct:Un in different ways. TIle purpose of the
compensatory function "is to promote adaptation. growth, and consciousness" (Stevens.
1995. p. 139). There arc other types of dreams, though it is viewed that ... non·
compensarorydrcam is unusual" (Mattoon. 1978. p. 120), bul for the purposes of this
paper the emphasis will be this important compensatory nalure of dreams i.e.
~maintaining" the "equilibrium" (CW 16: 330) of the psyche. Panicipants describe their
life context and their associations 10 dream images; they also describe how these images
carry sources of infonnalion about themselves. In Ihis way Ute compensatory function
becomes clearer. These connections provided the participants with additional insight into
unconscious psychological material and therefore imo their lives in general. By doing
this, panicipanl5 were bener able to identify and explain their dream's meaning.
4. Dream images as symbols:
When doing dream interpretation. it is important to look at what the dream says
(lung. 1964). b1lhis endeavour, dream images are symbols. "Jung found that inlerpreting
the dream images as symbols recognizes lheircomplexily, deepens one's unde~tanding
of them, and makes their individual meanings available to consciousness" (Maltoon,
1978, p. 98). Interpreting dream symbolism requires an examinalion of aspects of lhe
dreamer within the dream and its relationship 10 the life of the dreamer. "dream is a
theatre in which the dreamer is ... scene.1he player. the prompler, the producer, the
aulhor. the public, and the crilic" (CW 8: 5(9). The participanlS viewed Iheirdream
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images as represcnwive of themselves and their lives and in this way detcnnined their
dreams' meanings.
5. Archetypal images in dreams:
Stevens (1995) quOICS Jung. "We may expect to find in dreams everything thal
has ever been ofsignifK:anCe in the life of humanity" (p. 103). Dreams reveal insight
from one's personal unconscious but they alsoCOllncct us to a collective unconscious and
therefore to a broad human experience (Jung, 1948). "Dctennining that one is dealing
with an archetype in one's dream is a manerofsensing when some universal instinct or
pattern is behind the image" (Johnson. 1986. p. 32). ParticipanlS initially found this
aspect of examining their dreams a little difficult. However, lheiT understanding of this
idea improved and they identified dream an;hetypal images thai were meaningful 10 them.
Jung saw archetypes "as basic to all the usual phenomena of human experience" (Stevens.
1995, p. 52).
6. Causal and purposive roles of dream images:
"If one assumes that [dreams] arc normal evenlS, which, as a matter of fact they
are, one is bound to consider that they are either causal - i.e. thallhere is a rational cause
for their existence· or in a ccnain way purposive, or both.. (lung, 1964, p. 18). 11le
panicipanlS in Ihis research provide infonnalion about lheir lives lh.at is associated with
their dreams such as memories but they also discuss ways in which their dreams are
leading them along their life journey. Depending on the dream and the panicular needs of
thedreamer.lhere may be an emphasis on one or other of these aspectS of dream
interptetaltoo; I generally explore both so as not to overlook any opponunity for greater
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undentanding of panicipant dream images. "Often both [ causal and purposive) are
possible and the decision regarding which 10 use must be made on the basis of the
dreamer's psychic simation" (Maltoon, 1978, p. 127).
I followed various principles of the Jungian approach to dream interpretation
including the idea of collaboration from an informed perspective. I sought 10 inform
myself of appropriate aspects of Jungian dream interpretation so 1I5 10 be as helpful as
possible to the participants. l was very much aw~ that the panicipants and I were
sharing an exploration of their dreams and their meanings. "Dream analysis ... is nO( so
much a technique that can be learned and applied according tathe rules as il is a
dialectical exchange between two pmorWities" (Jung. 1964. p. 44).1 continually direcled
the panicipanlS 10 examiDe their dream images as reflections of themselves and their life
events. Jung slates: "My intuition consisted in a sudden and most unexpected insight into
the fact that my dream meant myself. my life and my world. my whole reality_,. I
understood in a nash whal my dream meant (SL: 490)." By asling participants about the
presence of aspects of themselves and/or their life situations in their dream details and
dynamics. dream images were examined keeping in mind the particular life context of
each participant: "No dream symbol can be separated from the individual who dreams it"
(Jung. 1964. p. 53).
4'
ANALYSIS - Panicipant ''PO''
Interview I
(i) Salient images: The salient images in PO's first interview included dream
images that came from her put and cunene life context. In her dream. she moved from
images taken from one period in her life to images from another, she also experienced
images from different time periods simultaneoUSly. The images included people as well
as modem objects. Two oflhe dream figures spoke 10 the dreamer in the dream story.
Two colours and two pieces of clothing were an imponant pan of image content. Feelings
mat occurred were: lack of control, frustration. dislikes, relief. hope, disappointment.
agilalion. uncenainlY. sense of being nurtured. and fear.
Sources Of Images: From Past And Present
From the numerous details that an individual may be exposed to in life. specific
ones are selected by the unconscious to impress upon the dreamer insight or infonnation
(Adams. 1997). Whitmonl (1918) quotes Jung from PsYChological ReOections -rhe
dream as the experience of an involuntary psychic process no!: controlled by the conscious
outlook presents the inner uuth and reality as it is; not because Jpresume it 10 be lhus. nor
as I could wish it 10 be. but simply as il is" (p. 53. 1978). PD's unconscious has selCCled
specific persooal hislory images: the old blue vehicle from PD's period of early aduillife
and placing il in a neighbourhood scene that is from an even earlier time period and
differenl geographical context; her husband and a female friend from her presem life
siluation also emerge in images. PO SlaIes in lnterview I:
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[was in this blue van, a van we used to own 15 years ago. I recognize the van we're
in and I'm with a friend or mine who lives here. tllooked like an old
neighbourhood that I grew up in. I kept thinking. 100. in the dream that, what was
my blue van that I had in [anothercityJ doing in this neighbourhood: ii'S DO( in [thai
city). So it's a different lime frame. I even questioned whether I was old enough to
be driving.
"The dream belongs to the nonnal contents of the psyche and may be regarded as a
resultant of unconscious processes obmJding on consciousness" (CW8: 3(0). The vehicle
image did not function properly as the dreamer drove around an image of a fonnerly
familiar neighbourhood. PO associated this break failure image and feelings of frustration
and loss of control with her present life comexi. PO Slates that she is presently frustrated
wilh her husband's negative and non·supportive response 10 her in different situations..
She also describes not being in control 0( some aspectS of her life and thai. she needs a
new direction. PO links feelings of discontent in her dream with her actual life. PO
describes her need for grounding and nurturing. PO siaies clearly:
I feil really (f\Istrated Withe brakes [of the blue van] wouldn't work and also
that I couldn't find where rm going· feeling offrusmuion, no( in control and
that was my intuitive .sense. Not feeling in conlrol in some aspect of my life. I
felt not grounded and not having direction.
Compensauxy Funclion
$everal images renect PO's real life discontent and frustration. However, driving
around in her old neighbourhood image. the friend image, the vehicle image, and the
block woman image, offer her some of the needed deeper comfort amid this discontent.
Shafton (1995) writes: '"The unconscious mind is capable at limes of assuming an
intelligence and purposiveness which are SUper10f 10 actual conscious insight .." (p. 1(9).
Jung (CW8:488) idenlifies the psyche's purpose to compensate for actual life
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experiences. To balance her conscious experience of discontent she ~drives around" past
milieu in her unconscious where she grew up and other images that provide this
compensating nunuring energy. PO swes:
[1he van] makes me [think of] freedom 10 move: around We goc that van when
we first had - when I had my first baby and it was also a feeling of safety. I felt
safer in the van than nnsporting her in a car.
[and] I think [neighbourhood] it's comforting. h's where people go back to. h's
where you're nurtured hopefully, where you feel protected. That's the known.
(and] Ijusl gal a real strong image associaled with dlat black girl. It's me author
I've been reading a lot lately. I've got that book. I've read it. I've been feeling I've
got to go bade to it. k addresses a klt of the chaos for me .
lbesc images are providing PO with some of the grounding she needs in her life to try
and balance her conscious and unconscious feelings of lack of (onlrol and dim:lion. PO
comments on the meaning of the dream as directing her to "stop. breathe" and "to go back
to basics" (PD. Dream 1).
Images As Symbohc Language
Jung identifies the image language from the unconscious as symbolic; the dream
is''a spontaneous self-portrayal, in a symbolic form, oflhe actual situation in lhe
unconscious" (CW 8: 263). The different images usually represent aspectS oflhe beholder
and dynamics from real life situations. Jung Slates lhat ~one dreams in the fint place and
almost to the exclusion of all else, of oneself' (CW 10: 321). One image in PD's dream
was a woman, a current friend, crying and saying, "I am here" in response to the husband
image saying she wasn't. PO recognizes this represents her life context where she is
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5uuggling to be acknowledged IT)()R by her hUsband; the friend crying image carries that
deep frustration and need. PO slates:
Ilhink that's it for me; with this phone when it rings.lf. home in my rW life,CJoe.
my husband] will take over and conlroJ the situation and that's how I fcel- wait a
minute! What about me? And this phone call is for me; I it's)only my friend. but
it's important enough to be recognized.
PO's image afthe breaks not working symbolizes her experience of not feeling
grounded. not having direction (PD. Dream I). "The unconscious has developed a special
language 10 use in dreams and imagination: it is the language of dream symbols... inner
work is primarily the an of learning this symbolic language of the unconscious~(Johnson.
1986. p.4). When PDnamuedherdream she refcned to a black woman image: only
lowardS the end of the imervicw did she realize its significance for her. This illustrates the
effectiveness of staying with "the various components until the details are clear. They arc
all aspectS of yourself: some known. Olhers..•baffling" (Johnson. 1986. p. 234). This
compensating image provided some of the insight PO needed 10 steer her life direction
through self-nurturing and a "re-visiting of myself" (PO, Dream I).
An::hetypallmages
When asked about archetypal associations for her images PO associated "driving
around her neighbourhood" image like "being in a very dart. empty and vast woods.
feeling alone," She referred to a conflict where "something or someone from the past
needed connecting with" (PO, Dream I). When asked about the general meaning she
derived from this dream, PO talked about the need to re-visit her Self. self-nunuring and
looking at her old self in that neighbourhood. "Committed 10 adaptation. the Self works
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through dreams to promote adjustment to society and to individuals of special
significance to us, through lheirobjcctive subjectivity, dreams ... help us find more
appropriate ways of conducting our lives" (Stevens, I99S. p. 206). PO appears (0 be
describing an experience of lhe archetypal self. "'The Self can be defined as an inner
guiding (actor that is different from lhe conscious personality" (Jung, 1964. p. 163). She
is searching fOf meaning and direction; this requires that re.visiting of Self and she
describes that experience using those words:
I think it's that feeling of wanting to re-connect to something: I don', know if I
know eJl.actly what it is • of needing 10 go home, and home is used in a real broad
.......
[wI
[The overall meaning]. 1think it's stop. lake a breath. stop trying (0 move in all
these directions and getting nowhere. Go back 10 real basics and nurturing: just Ify
10 find some quietness 10 look at the old me in the old neighbourhood - just how
tbat feels. So, kind of like a re-visiting of myself without all the phones and the
friends and confusion and kids.
PO is at a lime of transition in her life; her children are II an independent age and she is
re-examining how, up to now, her work has been entirely inside the home. She states that
she needs "to take a new direction...and the frustration of not being able to find that
direction right now...l will be moving forward .. :' According to Mattoon, Jung indicated
that archetypal motifs such as the Self '"tend to appear II imponantjunctures of a person's
life such as ...lhe beginning of the second half of life" (Mattoon, 1978, p. 67).
Causal And Purposive Roles Of Images
PO identifies the causal details of her dream images: they include the lack of
apprecialion from her husband as well as her ambiguous feelings of her ~irection in life.
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The phone image in the dream is a source of tension in her real life with her husband and
also with a friend; it is not surprising that this image along with others already mentioned
carries some of lhat affect in this dream. "'Causal refers to discovering the unpleasanl
events or repressed impulses out of which the images have arisen" (Mattoon. 1978.
p. 125). For example. the dream phone image reminds PO of her husband's negative
responses to her: "the phone eauses... point of discussion in oor household...often..and
thaI's with my husband, he really gels agitated when the phone rings...- Jung also
emphasizes the Ieleological purpose of dreams '10 discover where the dream contents
might be leading" (Stevens, 1994. p. 85). In other words. what is this dream for?
Renecting on this first interview PO states: ..... it·s a reminder to kind army focussed on
your own needs, kind of the here and now and lJUst that the universe will take care of
what needs to be taken care of.. ....
Where is this dream leading the dreamer? One of PO's dream images clearly
points to this: a pK:ture of a black woman is associated with a contemporary author dlat
PO has found very helpful 10 read. She describes reading her book as being completely
absorbed in it. In a very practical way, she describes that she needs to nunure herself. PD
wants to go back and fe-read Ihal and other books that help to nunure her. 1lte dream
images also provided her with the opportunity to emotionally re-visit wh~ she grew up
and to re-connect: she is also actually taking a trip to do that in the following week. When
PD describes the overall meaning of her dream images she recognizes their link with the
causal details (Researcher Notes). However, she also recognius the purpose of her
images stating that she needs to "'re-visit myself', "to take a new direc:tion.H and "to take
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control and steer the direction" of her life. ConslrUctive or synthetic interpretation
"answers the question, 'Wh)1' but in the sense of 'to what purpose?' or 'what fort
Constroctive inteTprelalion adds something to the dreamer's conscious altitude.
strengthening and protecting what is healthy and worth preserving in the dreamer..
(Mauoon.1978. p. 127).
lnterview2
Sal ient Images
In PO's second interview. she narrated a dream dw contained salient images of
familiar people from her current life, challenging situations. objects, sounds. and colours.
One of the dream images re..occurred days latcr as a waking image. There was an object
image (type of mug) that she had definite feelings about but she was nO( sure what to ca.l1
it. One of the people images spoke. giving an instruction. The feelings that were
important in this dream were: upset, searclling. desperate, sense of imponance. struggle.
encouraging.
Sources Of Images: From Current Life
In this dream the images are from PO's current life situation. Her unconscious
chose current images to symbolize infonnation intended for a specific purpose. Jung
writes lhat he "regarded the unconscious and dreams. which are its direct exponents. as
natural processes lO which no arbitrariness can be attributed.. (Jung. 1963. p. 161). The
COflleAtuai details laken from her cunent life and appearing as images included a
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respected male doctor friend, vaguely familiar friends. and the idea of making a design on
her unique "son of glass mug", PO Stales:
This guy spoke up who's a friend or mine and he's a doctor ..he says. 'I blow
wtw lhesecret is...
Again there were son of familiar faces, or feelings of people mat I may have
known and then anocber friend came to mind.
"The dream's conlent is specified by the conscioos situation of the dreamer: the eVC:nlS.
lhoughts. fears, hopes and conflicts of the dreamer's waking life" (Mauoon. 1978. p. 75).
An important dream image - the glass mug." smashed .. and PO staleS:
I heard the sound. it was really loud, shaner. II was] really upset and probably
violated because thai was my own design and someone or somelhing look it upon
themselves [0 lake lhal from me. [ PO connects this with a discu$ston with her
husband about an interest she has] I have spoken 10 my husband about this, and
what I get without hearing more, bang! Thai's a crazy idea! To me that's that glass
being smashed.
The"son of glass mug" image is not specirtcally jdentifiable but PO describes it as
having a $lJ'Ueture thai she wanted and thai she wanted 10 personally design il. PO SlaleS:
.. I had this design in my mind as to what I was going 10 paim on iL. TIle design being
everything from the colour to the final design..:'
Compenwory Function
PO states that she woold like for her life role to be acknowkdged by her husband.
She also comments on her lack of confidence as she looks for self-expression in terms of
where she is going in her life. Her struggle is pan of a lransition experience. PO states:
[I'm) wanting 10 find, looking for a diffen:nt path for myself now mychildJen are
at a eenain Ievd so I don'l need to be willi them all the lime. So I was looking for
another way for my crealivily. Also my relationship wilh my husband has
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changed. I'm looking at whit my role is and I'm looking at him 10 honour mat
role.
PO is at a poim in her life where herchildrcn are at an independem age.
Henderson (1980) refers to Jung'semphasis on "the imporunc:e ofunderstanding dreams
in the light of the age and development of the" dreamer<p. 319). The images in PO's
dream compensate for her self-doubt and search forse!f-expcession. When she is making
decisions about design colour she is certain of what she wants. It is an exaggerated search
that encounters obstacles.. is goal oriented and specific. PO states:
I was quile proud of this because lhis was my own design.•.[the colour) was
important to me. It couldn't be white. It was bone. I was mixing [paints) to
achieve this bone colour when mis guy spoke up. 'the secret is, lake a little bit [of
wine) and mix it'. The next thing I remember someone or something smashed my
cup so I was really upset. This was a really unique shape.
lbe image of the authoritative male figure is her inner voice wisdom (Researcher NOles).
PO says she struggles with her conftdcncc and personal authority. However. this image
encourages her inner capacity to create her own design in the face or her panicular lire
challenges. PO stales:
I'd doubt my own authority and I'd look to the extemalto make sure that's okay.
Ir the doctor said it's okay then ldon't have to rely on my own authority to say it's
okay. Almost afraid to - [the images correspond to) that whole security to lake
conlrOioflife.
Her husband image pn:sents challenges that are, according to PD. actually present
in that changing relationship. PO explicitly states that she is "looking for a way to express
creativity", a means of "self-expression" (PO Dream 2). This dream is compensatory by
confirming and encouraging the development of PO's persona.Iity It this transition lime in
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her life when she is looking for confidence. PO acknowledges that she has "fear knowing
that everything I have is right within me. Ijust don't !lave the confidence 10 do it:'
Symbolic Language
PO is presently undergoing a time of searching in her life and this comes out in
her images. "rn dream interpretation. the dream images an:: accepted as facts presented by
the dreamer's unconscious psycbe...the meaning of the facts...rnate a psychological
stalement that is relevant 10 the dreamer" (Mattoon. 1978. p. 2). She sees her role as
changing now thar. the children are at an independent age and while. up to now. she has
worked entirely within the home she is looking to choose a new direction and other
interests. Her searching in the dream seems to represent this present life dynamic: arrival
at a new stage of life and uncc.nainly of where to go from lhefc. PO states:
I think (the dream is] about changing roles. kind of like the next phase of tire. The
last tcn-twelve years aflire I've followed him [husband) around - and this dream,
I think. represented making a change. believing in myself that kind of thing.
Jung states that "all figures in the dream [are) personified features of the
dreamer's personality" (CW 8: 5(9). Trying 10 mix the right colour of painIS for her
design and finding the right object is an importanllask that she isn'ltOl:ally confidenl
with. PO concludes that this represents her search for a new direction. She is thrown into
Upsel and desperate feelings when her original M mug" image is smashed. PO quickly
identifies that there are obstacles in her life Ihat have proven 10 be roadblocks 10 her
search and role change. PO states: M The dream is telling me that's {i.e. my husband
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honoring my changed role) going to be a challenge. That's not going to be cui and dry
there..
PO reports that her husband sabotaged her inlCreSt in a new business venture but
she also recognizes her contribution to this by no!: Ilaving confidence in her own personal
authority. Her fear has led her into busyness: hcrdream includes a table of busy people
image mat symbolizes her escape into busyness. She avoids dealing with taking contrcl of
her life but at the same time wants to find a way to express her changing roles in a new
life stage. "1be whole security to take conuol of my life, the busyness of people and
that's what I do. let's not: deal with this. too busy that fear almost k.nowing that everything
I have is right within me" (PO. Dream 2).
Archetypal Images
PO's search for an appropriarc object and design in the dream represents her
renewed deep need 10 express her self. She says that she is ~kloking for a way to expIUS
creativity", for "self-expression" (PO, Dream2). Jung (1964) writes about an archetypal
need to be initiated (p. 123). "Anainment of a new stage of life seems to demand thai
symbols of initiation must be experienced. If society fails to provide them, then the Self
compensates for this denciency by producing them in drums" (Stevens. 1994, p. S8).
PD's dominanl image in this interview is her 'mug'. She slates:
It looked like some son of group sening. We were trying 10 paint objects. The
objcct I had. son of reminded of a glass mug. definitely made of glass. But it
wasn't really a mug. It had these funny sKIes on them that stuck OUl. This ponion
was nat and then there were twO side pieces that jutted out on either side. I had
this design in my mind as to what I was going to paint on il.
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PD, like: many women of the twenty·fil"Sl century. SlIUggJes 10 csWHish herself in
her role as mother-wife. The "mug" image was smashed, and she seeks for the right one
10 replace it; this is indicative of women's difficult search oflheir rightful place in
contemporary society. PO Stales her suuggle consists of dealing with changing roles as
her children grow more independent. and ofa husband rcsiSWIt to the dwlging roles.
The "'mug" image. together with ilS desired unique design. is given by the unconsctolis to
consciousness to represent that which is necessarily and imponantly her symbol of
initiation imo the ncxtlife-stage. PO states tha'''ljust felt J really needed it, something I
really needed to have, 10 hang on to." PO's archetypal association here refers in general to
"people being desperate to carve out some sort of ntche all their own," The upset and
struggle (the mug being smashed) that come with self- devdopment (lung's lenn is
individuation) is, according to Jung. a necessary experience: 1'here is no binh of
consciousness without pain" (CW 17: 331). PO states that she was "upset" and
"somewhat violated",
PO's mug image and design search reminded me of the legend of the quest foe the
HolyGmI. PDdid state in this interview. ~I SOItofget the reliaious piece there. with the
blood ofOrist and mixing it with the while. That authority figure (the doctor). you could
even raise that up to the God level. That whole thing even the glasses. the Last Supper..."
In the legend. Merlin. the greal magician and shaman. confides the secret of the Grail to
King Uterand instrocts setting up a third table. The first was the Last Supper. PO
commented 00 the archetypal authority figure as represented by the doctor image having
the 'secrel' and holding a glass of wine and associ3!ed it with the last Supper. "The
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second table was where Joseph of Arimathea kept the grail with the Saviour's blood. PO
commented thaI the wine image was a burgundy-blood colour. The Third lable was to be
round representing wholeness and compietion. '"Taken in the context of Jung's thinking
as a whole. the quest for the Holy Grail can be understood as the individuation quest.....
(Stevens. 1995. p. 60). PO's images rencet ~personaI devek>pment and renewed search
for her self"in lhe next phase o(lifc" (PD, Dream2) and this appears to correspond 10
many aspects of the grail legend
Causal And Purposive Roles Of Images
The images contain information about the dreamer's life context. PO describes her
husband's response 10 her in her waking life as "sabotage" and this is symbolized in the
smashing of her 'mug' image. PO says. "if it doesn't fit the noon· smashing. sabotage,"
Her ardent desire to establish a new self-fulfilling ro}e is reflected in the search to find a
replacement mug and desired colour. "At this point in my life, I have choices that I have
to make." 1bese are some of the causal sources of her images. However. images also
indicate a direction, a sense of putp05e. Jung poses the queslions. "Whar. is the purpose of
this dream'? What effect is it meanllo have'!"" (lung. ew 8: 462). Her dream images are
leading her to look at her own lulhority as she designs a new direction for her life (PD.
Dream2), Regarding the general meaning of her dream and impending action. PO S1ales:
"[I have) 10 gather infonnation around myself in lenns of... laking a new direction ... IO get
trIO£e information about myself..." PDdescribed one example of now she needs 10 gather
rnoct informalioo in order 10 rn.ake the righl decisions. S~ swes: .., feel al this point in
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my life. I have choices that I have 10 make. I can paint my own canvas based on who 1
un. not what something is prcsenled to me. And that was my frustration in the dream •
this is all you can choose from [other glass balls. not hers)."
A few days after the intervtew she described 'seeing' the hanging glass balls
image from her dream.. This image emerging as a waking image in a panictllar setting
also yielded the same decision as in the dream; this was 0()( what she wanted righl now.
Consuuetive or synthetic interprelation "answers the qlieslion, 'WhyT but in the sense of
'to what purpose1' or ·wh.aJ. forT Constructive interpretation adds something to the
dreamer's conscious auilUde. slrengthening and protecting what is healthy and won.h
preserving in Ihe dreamer"(Mauoon. 1978, p. 127).
[ntCfYiew3
Salient Images
The salie", images in this interview included dream images from PO's past and
preserlllife context; this was also true of her first interview. Past imagesW~ connected
to one remote and one recent event; the images included particular people and events.
Two dream images derived from her current life cOnlaincd people that. spoke to her. one
did 50 in an angry manner and the other person. in a warm manner. A panicular event and
a significant object were dominant pans of the dream story; both of these belong to PO's
present life situation. Feelings that occurred included: upset. relaxing. happy. alone. "put
on."fOlstrated..
ss
Images From Past And Prcscnt
The dream images that were chosen from PO's unconscious. mixed two separ.llc
periods of her life. her personal history with her CUll'ent life. The Ibsurd characteristic of
dream images or their illogic: is intended to indicate "a specifIC psychic fact" (Manoon.
1978. p. 104). PO swes that in the dream images her husband image says, '"That's it. I
hale planning your binhday pany. I hale it." In real life she states: u I juS! had. binhday
that he wasn't there f~." The binhdaydream image inciuded berhusband speaking to her
critically; he is frustrated with rain and says he doesn't like 10 plan her pany. and then he
berates the dreamer for being late 10 pick up the kids. This parallels another pan of me
actual tension in PO's life. PO feels that she is not getting recognition in her present life
roles especially from her husband. The 'fields and rolling hills' image mentioned at the
beginning of the dream reminded PO ofa western city where she had Jived temporarily in
her early adull years. It was a time of growth, accomplishment. and spontaneity. Another
image, later in the dream story. depicted a picture of people from thai lime period. PO's
dream story began with a past life period image. then moved quickly to present images.
and continued wilh present images combined with ones from the past. PO states about the
latter mix of images:
I took out this newspaper article. I realized it was a picture of the (particularly
special and public] organizing committee that I used to wort with [several years
ago in another city). And then all of a sudden the picture came 10 life. One person
came out very clear; but he was not from (that commitleel.lhey were from my
{recent) high school reunion.
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II is interesting 10 see bow this flowed and presented irrtpOlUnt information as
each image: reveak.d itself. PD, attempting to use the article picture to make a patch for a
quilt important to her daughter. states:
To take something from the past, I'm trying to take something from the past and
try to fit into the present. The prese:nt or the future woo't be so bad if I could try to
take some of that from the past. try to make it fit. It wasn't fining. The security of
the past - these people wm: an really good friends of mine. And that's when I had
absolutely no responsibilities. some of ttw carefree. spontaneous pan of my
personality· trying to fit that somehow in today's life. with all the other
regimented business.
Jung wrote that the dream is "a subliminal picture oflhe ICtUa1 psychological
situation aCthe individual in (her) waking 51alt" (CW 4: 552).
Compensatory Function
Jung(CW 16: 330)swes:"'When weselouttoin~adIeamil is always
helpful to ask: What conscious attitude does it compensateT' The negative male dream
image directs criti<:ism at the dreamer. PO associates this with lack of recognition and
acltnowledgement she snuggles with in her aetuallife. PO's dream images seek 10
balance lhis experience by providing her with images that nunure and 'recognize' her. A
picture image. when it first aweared, was that of a comminee on which she played an
important leadership role. PO staleS:
I had a lot of freedom to do my own thing. I had a group of people that I was the
leader for. And now it's just like, maybe being the homemaker, I'm the so-c:alled
leader of the house . but not given any n:cognition for it. Whereas I did have a
(prominent) committee, I was responsible for the development of the program.
The picture image changed. showing people from PO's high school reunion. This image
made her feel happy. Images are sele<:ted to help with the homeostatic process of the
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unconscious. '"'The compensatory nature of the dream process is consistent with the nature
of biological proces.ses in general" (CW 8: 250). The changing picture image constitutes a
patCh PO uses to repair her daughter's quill (image), I'e)RSCnwive ofa CUJTen! life role.
The negative male image and the quill rip image renea part afPO's inner stJUggJe to be
comfonable with her life roles. The appearance of comforting images (rom PO's past is a
source ofsc:curity and suenglh. Of the picture images, PO describes thai she is '"trying to
take something (rom my past.•.and fil il into the pe:sent, then the present and future
won't be so bad" (pO, Dream 3). The quilt is a current significant image that reinforces a
securer sense of self. When PO sees that the patch wouldn't fit the quill she states: "it
didn't really bother me.. :cause I knew in the end il was going to wod out somehow."
PO later comments when thinking about the quill and its patch, "I will make the right
decision. I'm n()( saying I make the best decisions but that, if I lei lhings kind of simmer. I
will make the right decision." Dream images "play an indispensable role in psychic
homeostasis. in that they promote adaptation 10 the demands of life by compensating the
one-sided limitations of consciousness" (Stevens. 1995. p. 63).
bnap As Symbolic Language
The different drum images such as the 'advising friend' and 'quilt rip' represent
aspects of the dreamer's character and dynamics from her life. PO associated the rolling
hills and f.eld image with a time of growth in her life. The language of dreams is
symbolic: "What we call a symbol is a tenn. a name, or even a picture that may be
familiar in daily life, yet lhat possesses specifIC connotations in addition to its
,.
conventional and obvious meaning" (lung. 1964. p. 3). PDslales lhal the binhday party
image was a "rite ofpassageft. of transition. and the quilt patch image indicated her
attempts to tap into past experiences to bener live the present. PO swes:
I feel it [adjustment]. I mean ,outside of my dreams my role is starting to change.
Or I want to move on to a role and yet. stilllhat very important role at home••.
[and] I think what she [friend image in dream] was trying to say is that ifyou'rc
going 10 use something make sure rhat's going to last: lhat you don'tjUSl flick it
(palch) on without really thinking about iLl think what she was saying. Don't do
iltoo lightly. Have a real good look at what you're doing.
As Jung supports. these different images possessed connotations beyond their apparent
meaning. The quilt patch was not merely an external material patch !XX was the picture a
meaningless. nice quaint object.
Causal And Purposive Roles
The dreamer identifies a variety of life experiences Ihal are associated with her
dream images. One dominant experience is 8ClUal tension with her husband. He occurs as
an image at the beginning ohhe dream verbally critical afme dreamer. His negative
presence in the dream patty image is not surprising given the fact he was. in reality,
absent at her recent birthday pany. Her husband symbolizes the lack of acknowledgement
she feels at this point in her life. PO states: YI felt like I was alone there planning this
party...[even though her husband was presenl] bull thought the pany was for me
somehow ...... PO adds later, "I think if you look at societal [expectations) we're
expected 10 honour your spouse with their signifICant day.....
The 'changing picture-patch' image combines secure memories from PO's past
('picture of friends' image) with her present changing role of mOlher ('quilt she made'
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image). Besides linking image dellils with PO's past and present life, lung states that the
dream interpretation must include its sense of purpose f~ lite dreamer. Stevens (1994)
accents lung's idea by writing, .. DIcams serve the telcologicaJ imperative of the self'
(p. 85). PO is vert much aware thar: she is in a time of lnllSition and that her dream
images are providing berwilh information about that.. PO states: ..(the pany image] was
10 be representing a rite of passage. a transition to something, and llhink the fields were
important for some reason,"
When her '"picture-patch.. image did not fit lhe quilt (PO describes it as mixing
the past's security and freedom with hercurrenl role as mother and wife). a dream image
friend asked her to look closely II what she was doing. PO was asked if her patch was of
malerial mat would last. These are important life questions that she ponden as she
experiences personal struggles in a time of tranSition. PO states that the dream's meaning
includes recognizing that her role is changing and some things will happen beyond her
control challenging her to trust herself:
I am going through some changes but. I think ultimately thai's what il is. being
aware and being palien! that things. number one, happen the way they will
regardless of what you do. Doesn't mean you're no( responsible for your own
course. in life but.. uh. no I don't think you're responsible for your own coune in
life actually. But I think the meaning is yes. trust my intuition and have faith in
myself.
Archetypal Images
PO described the initial dream images around the panyevent as feeling like "a rite
ofpassage"(PD. DreamJ). Jung swes that there is the IIChet)'pal need to be initiated
panicularly at different sages of life. At ~critical periods. the archetype of initiation is
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strongly activated'" (lung. 1964. p. 123). PO staleS; .. I feel it (adjustmetll), I mean.
outside of the dreams. my role is starting to change Or I want to move on 10 a role and
yet, still that very important role ar: home," In her dream interpretal:ion. PO commented
that she is experiencing life changes thal arc beyond her conlrol and the dream
encourages ber to trust her intuition and have faith in herself in this time of transition.
PO's dream image of herself sitting in a lawn chairworting on the patch for her
daughter's quilt portrays an image ollhe Creative Mother Archetype (Researcher NOles.
though PO identifIeS the ""universal mom" moliO. In this., she is continuing a line of the
creative life source (Researcher NOleS). PO's mother had given her a quill and that was an
important event for her. She had also patched and rt:paired hermothc:r·in·law·s quilt. PO
has made a quill for her daughter; she feels this is a very important gift to her daughter.
Part of PO's comments on the meaning aflhis dream included the idea o("lcuing things
simmer" and "tapping imo the universe", The quilt. in reality and in the dream image, is a
prodUCt of her creativity and her life experiences. When reflecting on pllching the dream
quilt and the dream image's advice of "make sure that that's going to last, that you don't
just niclc. it on without really thinking about it" and" have a real good look at what you're
doing...... PO states: M •••"OIe intuitive side to me is tapping into the universe.. the
goodness of me universe, but sometimes it's real hard to do thaI ..
Archetypal images "gain life and meaning only when you take into account their
numinosity - i.e. their relationship to the ... individual" (lung, 1964, p,88). PO proudly
announced to me weeks later that she had taken special care 10 personalize her daughter's
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actual quilt label that she had associated with her dream. lung (1%4) adds. "the way (the
archctypaI images) are related to you is all·impoctant" (p_ 88).
lnterview4
Salient Images
The salient images for PO in the fourth iDlefView included dream images derived
from her present life context and from her past. This is similar to Interview I and 3. The
mandala she created in this interview, reflc:<:ting her dream, comained significant colour
images. The dream's' adult people' images included a friend from her past and one from
the present. both women. There was also a baby image that was on the lap of the woman
friend from the FUl. Dialogue in this dream came from the dreamer and the 1110'0 adull
friends. The baby's mouth was wide open. After narrating the dream. PD stated lbal it
was screaming OUL Object images included a double-sided photo (dreamer had a photo
image in inle1View 3 as well). a cigarette. and brown suede shoes wiUt one motorized.
nalTOw roads with slush and traffic (Dream lmerview I also had roads). Another
interesting image detail was the presence of thn:c 'defonned' aspects of the people
i~ the 'friend-mother' had pointy teeth (like her puppy), the baby had the same teeth
and the other friend had one hand with little fingers like the teeth. The dreamer identifIeS
the initial setting as a pany ([he dreamer's last interview had a d~am event of a pany); it
was New Year's Eve. Feelings that were part of the dream images were: anticipation,
security VI. insecurity. feeling unacknowledged. frustration. anger. fear. resentment.
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needy, accepting, child·like, surprised. bolhered. inner conflict, sadness. cornfon, desiring
change. and searching.
Images From Past And Present
Johnson (1986) 5WeS mat the ''unconscious has the habit of borrowing images
from the exlema.l situalion and using those images to symbolize something thai is going
on inside the dreamer." (p. 68). The 'friend·modlcr' image is an actual friend from PO's
high school period. There are Olher images from lhe past in the double-sided photo image:
one side contained a friend from PO's university period, a youngerself(15-16 yeaJS old)
among familiar faces, and the other side showed friends aged 10-12. PO describes the
photog,.pl,
So (looked at the photograph and uh, it was actually a picture of, from my firsl
year university, there was two friends. No, only one friend in this particular pan of
the phoco from university and it was a picture reminded me from when we were
[vacationing] together during our fim year. But when it was closer. there was a
couple of more familiar faces. I was there and I could see myself there. 1 was a lot
skinnier. I had the body of a 15-16 year old. I looked on the back ormis
phoI;ograph. lbere were friends of mine even years before that· so when we were
about IOor 11 or 12 years old.
A current friend sat beside her in the second half oflhe dream; it was a woman
who~ a eommon fun interest. The friend's images comfort PO but also bother her.
PO finds comfOft on familiar fronts and recognizes her need for nurturing. She Slates:
"The friends that I see in the pictures ...on a recurring ba.~is, too, are the - represent the
comfort and going back to when I was younger."
Each adult friend had a defonned aspect to their image: the 'friend mother' image
had pointy teeth representing some of the resentment PO carries towards this current role.
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Dream interpr"elation needs to take ilKO aa:ounl Yabsurd c:haracttris6cs. doubling and
confusion orume relations" (Mauoon. 1978.1'1'. I04-S).ln terms of her early years (to.
12). she identiflCS the Jack ofnunuring and insecurity she felt men and swes lhaJ. is her
daughter's age. She described looking back to "what was missing and filling in the gap
between then and now."
Compensatory Function
What is this dream compensating for in the life of the dreamer? Jung states:
"When we set out 10 interpret. dream. it is always helpful to ask: What conscious
auiwde does it compensate? .. (CW 16: 330). PO struggles with the lack of recognition
she has received as a mother. In the original dream write-up she describes that the baby's
mouth is wide open. lalcr, PD explains that she herself feels like she is screaming out but
no one hears her. This exaggerated image, along with the baby's and mother's pointy
teeth. carry the deep affect she has with lhis struggle: she has stated being frustrated and
struggling but she has noc named her feelings of anger and resentment. PO states: ..[the
baby's teelh) lhat's probably jllSl dw need. wanting the nunurance .. 'cause if kids don',
get it, they get angry.. J wanl something for me."
PO's 'defonned' images are exaggerated images that function to indicate the
specificity and depth of her emotion (Researcher Notes). Later, when she referred to the
defonned fingers (similar to teeth image) of the 'current friend' image she recognized this
represented her feelings around lack o(nurturing at an earlier stage oflife together with
her current need.
In me last dream image of a motorized shoe. another exagger.ued image. it
appean that PO needs a faster means to get to her destination. When it stalls, however.
she suddenly realizes that she needs to just simply "'walk home"(PD, Dream 4). PO
describes her thooghts on the motorized shoe:
I think the motorized shoe was interesting for me, too, in that, just that I fell like
I'm going so fast· in so many different directions that, what I felt was I needed
some more speed and then realizing, hey, no it's only going 10 complicate my life
funhu.
PO describes how she seems 10 be heading in a 101 ofdifferent directions and
caught up with busyness. Her compensating images (through exaggeration) draw her
anention to her depth of flllSlraUon with her life roles, her needed nunuring, and her need
to slow down (PD, Dream 4). Compensation is "a balancing and comparing (of} different
data or points of view so as to produce an adjustment or rectification" (CW 8: 545).
Images As Symbolic language
The baby with ilS pointy teelh and moulh wide open, is later in the interview,
described by PO as screaming. PO likens this to her current suuggle by saying: "I feel like
I'm screaming out like lhe baby and no one seems to hear me."
This is a poignant image lhat symbolizes PO's felt need for nunuring. ~Jung
found that interpreting the dream images as symbols recognizes their complexity. d~pens
one's understanding of them, and makes their individual meanings available to
consciousness" (Mattoon. 1978, p. 98).
PO is struggling wilh her mother persona so it is not surprising lhere is a mother
image with pointy teeth. This symbolizes her resentment towards and struggle with the
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mother persona. PO states: .. Recognition I think is a big thing with slaying at home and
raising children. 1lJere's very little rteognition; there's noexlemal reward for iL There's
no one giving you a pa)dJcck. I've SbUgied with thal over the years for sure."
PO adds later. "I think fm TUdy 10 start making a change for myself. [There~
pans of my dream that repeal like the) conflict of wanting to do something different than
what I'm doing now: like making a change."
The friend image: who has .. deformed hand (fingers like the pointy teeth)
symbolizes her fNSU'alion around her wife persona (Researcher Notes). PO questions if
her" atlempts 10 improve her body image will make her husband pay more atlelltion. She
states: "Why do I want to lose weight~Will my husband pay attention then?" PO also
wonders: .. Am I being a good mom'? The best mom thall could be ..and with a husband
that is not around a loc... busy, busy, busy all the time.....
l...aclc of recognition by her husband is pan of her ongoing suuggle with her
currenllife roles and responsibilities (PD. Dream 4). "No dream symbol can be separated
from the individual who dreams it" (Jung, 1964, p. .53).
This interview consisted in PO making a simple mandala through collage 10
express her dream material. Ac:conIing 10 Jung (lung. 1963. p. 335). the mandala
represet\1S the wholeness of the self, helps to put order where there is chaos. In the simpk:
mandala's circular shape, the differenl aspects inter-relate.
Often it is necessary 10 clarify a vague content by giving it a visible fonn. This can
be done by drawing. painting or modelling. Often the hands know how to solve a
riddle wilt! which the intellect has wrestJed in vain. By shaping it.. one goes on
dreaming the dream in greater detail in the waking stale. (CW8: 180).
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At the centre of the mandala. PO places a red image lha for her, represents childbirth.
womanhood. On the outside is a red band. security, pulling it all together. PO also uses
the colour blue: "The blue on the OUtside represents moving beyond. in all sons of
different ways." (Interview I carried IDger with the colour blue., Resean:her NOCCS). PO
had not named colours in her dream narration, bot when oroering it in the mandala. they
were vel'}' imponant. As she forms the mandala, she states: ". could be at this all day" and
"My kids would love this."
Archetypallmagcs
The Self is the "cenual archetype. it is the archetype of order. the totality of the
personality" (Jung, 1963, p. 398). Accocding to Jung (1%4). the conscious ego is the
centIC of personal consciousness and the Self regulates the entire psyche. PO stales in her
drum namlK>n thll she is waiting for a lreasUre hunt to begin. 'The treasure represents
the Self i.e. who and what we really are (Researcher's Notes). PO states:
The treasure hunt, the pholograph (which was a clue to find die treasure in the
dream]. it almost represents to me that. to look back at what was going on back
then and whal was perhaps missing Almost to fiJI some son of gap between then
and now. I felllhat through the dream • I've been very conscious lately about
health andjUSl: focussing on mc..1 think rm ready to stan. Teady making a change
for myself and I want to be healthy in order to do it.
PO adds, "(Searching for the treasure is a symbol for) . perhaps not
acknowledging that what we are already, is a treasure."
PO is on a quest (hUn!) where she slrUggles with feelings about her current life. In
this quest to find her Self she finds both comfon and recognizes need in familiar images
(pO, Dream 4). PO states that .,he friends that I see in the pictures represent to me the
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comfort and going back when I was younger and I think that the baby in lhis particular
one really represents to me the nunuring and how (Of myself right now I need to be
nunuring myself...
'"The Self appears like an organizing louJity of a person's given potential. an a
priori wholeness potential... from which originates the drive toward individuation
(WhilmOnt. 1978. pp. 60-61)." In the dream, PO comments twice aboot waiting for the
treaSure (sciO hunt to begin. While. on the one hand, she is angry about her mother
persona (Researcher Notes; PO associates the baby's mouth image with 'screaming OUI.
no one hears me' and says the mother image has the same pointy toeth as lhe baby). She
w~ if she is being a good mother. The friend image with the altered hand
("something bothersome heJe": PO, Dream 4) reflects her anger towards her wife persona
(Researcher Notes). She says she has struggled with not having received recognition for
her current life roles and wonders about steps she has laken to gel her husband's
attention. In the last dream image, her moIorized shoe stalls reminding her that she "can
walk" and "not head in all directions", PD has a sense from the dream's overall meaning
thaI her mother role, who and what she is and has been. is important and that she '"feels
okay about being mom."cPD. Dream 4) She also stales that "Nunuring. we can do this for
ourselves".
PO was asked to represent her dream in a simple circular mandala fann. Of the
mandala. Jung writes: .. in finding the mandala as an expression of the self I had attained
what was for me the ulumMe" (Jung, 1963. p. 197). PO represents herdrea.m in a simple
mandala form using collage: "Mandala means a circle. more especially a magic circle."o. 0
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(It is aj"symbol oCme centre, the goal. or the self as psychic totality (Jung, 1963,
p. 396)." Al its centre she placed a red surrounded image rqxescnting "womanhood,
childbinh"; this is her Self. the centre., the~ in the dream (Researcher's Notes),
PO connected the red outer circle border with 'security' and the blue rim around that.
with "moving beyond in all sorts of ways." PO also identifies fear and confusion in her
mandala The Self"'finds symbolic expression in such universal configurations" (Stevens.
1994. p. 4S). PO stales. after having n:flectc:d on her dream images and making the
mandala, that then:: is fear and very Iinle reward, but that she feels "okay to be mom":
.....wtw. did (learn from this dream? ... II's to go back and feel okay about being mom...
I think that's real impon.anno me... saying that. what I've chosen to do in the past 13
years. is a good thing... "
Causal And Purposive Roles
PO stales that there is no external reward for slaying ar home and raising children.
She is angry (Researcher Notes) and struggles with this (PO, Dream 4). Given these
experiences and feelings around them. it is not surprising that one of her dream images
includes an image of the mother persona with 'pointy teeth.' The photo coorains pictu~
of herself al earlier life periods where she found friendship comrOl1 and. at a time when
she needs self-acceptance. it is not surprising that her unconscious yields such images. In
the process orpc:rsonal dc:velopmc:nt there: will be: crises. Jung (1964) Slates that one thing
really worts: "to tum directly toward the: approaching daRness without pn:judice and
totally naively and to try to find out what its secrel aim is and what it wants from you"
(p. 170). PO has faced her self-doubt and recognized her fcar (PD. Dream 4). Shc SlalC5:
... think what hokls me back. is what holds mast people back. and that's fear. Jhaven't
quite pinpointed what the fear is but (probably fear of] not suc:a:eding. whatever that
means. Recognition I think is a big thing."
The tcleological c1cment in the dream comes out in the treasure hunt imagc
(RcscarchcrNotes); PO is on a quest (PD. Dream 4) to re-establish a sen5C ofhcr Self. In
this cndeavour she is learning I110fC self.aeceptance and the need to self-nurture. PO docs
cmbrace her mother persona and says she "fccls good aboul being mom" and thai, what
she has "done for the last 13 yean. has been a good thing". PO is thus moving towards
acceptance and decisions 10 nurture herself. She Stales. "Nunuring. we can do this for
ourselves."
Conclusion: Participanl "PO"
Analysis
Johnson (1986) writes: "if we go [0 our own dreams and sincerely worlc with the
symbols that we find there, we generally Ieam most of what we need 10 know about
ourselves and the meaning of our lives. regardless of how modl we know of the
psychological theories involved" (p. 13).
I worll:ed wilh both participants in a semi·slroctured format emphasizing the
Jungian principles outlined in the Analysis Introduction. The panicipants were not
familiar with Jungian ideas and I was busy reading about the Jungian approach to dream
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wort. I have also done approximately eight wodshops on Jungian concqxs, dream wort.
included, COOfditwed by Jungian Circ:Jes in Montreal and Chicago. I have also completed
one local workshop. We. the participants and I, basically worked with our interest in
dreams and my limited knowledge. The panicipancs were able to articulate their meanings
for their dreamS due 10 this sincere dialogue but also because ft kept Jungian principles
in mind. While using a flexible and general Jungian framework. it was imponant to keep
in mind Jung's detachment from p«e-established meanings: "When approaching a dream
Jung first orall said 10 himself 'I have no idea what this dream means' (CW 8: 533)." In
this way, I could be more open 10 what were the panicular meanings the participants
attached 10 their dream images.
In Drum lntcJview I, PO identified the following life experiences as being
COl'Inected to her dream images <a> needing co take a new life direction but fNStrated thaI
she was not able 10 presently find it. (b) not being acknowledged in mother/wife role. and
(e) needing to gel grounded .
lbe general meaning of PO's images. in Dream Interview I, cenlrc around an
encouragement to "re-visil myselr' <a> SlOp and brealhe. (b) stop trying to move in aU
directions, (e) go bact to basics and nunuring, (d) stop trying to please everyone. and (e)
find some quielness to 'look at old me: in an old neighbourhood'.
In Dream Interview 2, PO identified the following life cll.periences as connected to
her dream images (a) her children are at an age now where she wanlS 10 find a different
palh for herself, (b) relalionship wilb husband has changed and she wanlS him 10 regard
and respect her role, (c) lack of suppon from husband, (d) sclf·doobl: about personal
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authority, and (e) new direction is challenging because of roadbkx:ks.
The general meaning of PO's dream images, in Dream Interview 2. centres around
PO's transition suuuJe (a) experience of her changing roles and her next phase of life.
(b) her fear and lack ofconfidence but knowing everything she bas 'is right within me'.
In Dream Intel'Vicw 3, the following life expcrienc:cs are connected to lhe~
images by PO (a) lack of suppon by husband. (b) worry about her relationship with her
children, (e) looking back 10 the freedom and comforting feelings (spontaneity.
leadership. friends) from her personal history, and (d) giving thought to her decisions and
knowing that her life role is mUlging.
The general meaning of PO's dream images. in Dream Interview 3. centres around
her life changes that will happen beyond her control; however, she is encouraged 10 trust
her intuition and have faith in herself
In Dream 4 Interview, PO identifies the following life experiences as connected (0
her dream (a> comforting connections with her personal history and in paniC\llar friends.
(b) tension around waming todD something different and change in her life now, and (e)
accepting her self.
PO describes the following general meaning of her dream images <a> feat holds
her back, (b) she has snuggled with the lack ufrec:ognition and absence of reward for
current roles, (c) tocominue 10 have friends/people in her life, and (d) feeling okay about
being'mom',
PO has identified two themes of meaning in her four dreams.. One centres on the cunent
period in her life where she is in a lime of transition. Life change is occurring beyond her
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contrOJ because her d1ildren have reached a more independent age but she also wants a
new direction in her life. PO identifte:s personal obstacles here as well: she has slruggled
with lack of recognition(~y by her husband for her mother/wife roles and her
hoped for new life direction), and her own self-doubt. PO has found encouragement in
hetdreams to re·visit bctself, to tum within as she moves to her life's next phase ; there is
trusl: and comfort to be gained from pmonal history but also impending life changes to be
faced and challenge to nurture and truSt herself. Her last dream affirms choices she has
made and her life role. She says. "It's okay to be mom." It is intefeSting that Jung echoes
PO's fell lack of recognition by identifying ourcullure's "lack of initiatory symbolism at
critical periods (in one's life)... Arrival at ... a new stageo( life seems to demand that
symbols of initiation be experienced. Ifsociety fails to provide them. the Self
compensates for this deficiency by producing them in dreams (Stevens, 1995, pp. 159·
60)." PO's dreams provided 'initialOf)' symbols' in the imaginal forms of a black woman
to draw attention 10 her need for self-nurture, treasure hunt to emphasize her sense of self,
'vessel'/mug and design search that reflects her personal quest, and the quilt thai draws
attention to her significant and importanllOle of mother.
ANALYSIS - Participant "PS"
Imerview I
Salient Images
1be salienl images in PS's fim interview included dream images thai came from
her past and current life experiences. and conscious knowledge. II is interesting 10 see that
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images. derived from different periods in PS's life. occur simultaneoUSly. They included
people. a specifIC setting, and animals. The man image in the dream gave advice to PS.
The dreamer was pening one of the animals. The feelings in the dJeam wef1: ones of
comfon.. feeling connected, conuolling fear, proIeCtiveness. ~Iaxing, safety. danger. envy
and power.
[mages From Past And ~nt
PS's images in this dream are derived from her personal history and current life
context. Jung writes. "No dream symbol can be separated from the individual who dtums
it (lung, 1964, p. 38)." The setting is a deciduous forest image. a famiJiarexperience in
her childhood and from her present life context. PS staleS:
That kind of forest is something I know ~Jy well cause I spent a lot of time in it
50 [know what that feels like and smells like. what it feels like under my feet.
When I'm walking through and I know the types of trees there are. II fecls very
home. really al home in the forest. II's a place I spenl a lot of time as a kid if I was
upset or disturbed. or JUSt didn't want 10 hang around in the house I'd go outside
andjusl sit in the forest. It's always a debate between myself and my panner, like
we'll go for a walk and we'll have tocompcomise. He likes to go more open
places and I like a forest walk.
There are two lion images, '" docile male lion' image and a 'female lion lying at
her feet' image. PS has had an experience of pellinga lion. Some of the positive feelings
PS associates with a female lion image mirror a childhood relationship she had with a pet
clog (PS, Dream 1). However, PS also states there is an awareness of the lion's ferocious
power: ~shecould maul me, destroy me." The 'Grizzly Adams' image is a familiar
current personality; she states that it is a positive image and one of which she is envious.
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PS associates this image with a "real Sanla Claus" experience from her childhood. She
Uke the old sort of Santa Oaus. rm noI talking of the eoca.Q)la Santa Cla&lS )'OU
know I have an image of. 1really have thai: image in my head. I have this at home:
of. Santa Claus who needs a horse and animals around him. a bird on his hand.
He's feeding him, there are beats and squirrels. woodland animals all around and
that's, soft of (or me.lhat kind ofconnection, 'cause that red and wbite Santa
Oaus; lhat's so compjetely ftmign to me.
Jung (1964) writes that .. a dream is quile unlike a story loki by the conscious mind...
Images that seem contradictory and ridiculous crowd in on the dreamer, the nonnal sense
of time is lost. and commonplace things can assume a fascinating or threatening aspect"
(p. 21). The 'GriuJy Adams' image is associated wim an experience from another time,
another ~ace. and details both in the dream image and associations come together to
create a 'fascinating' story.
Compensatory Function
When imerpreting a dream Jung suggC5l5 that the following queSlton be asked:
what does this compensate for? Jung slates that" in my experience the vast majority of
dreams are compensatory" (CW 7: 110). The comfon and connection lhal PS is finding in
this dream is providing her with something she needs and presenting it in a way that
broadens her awareness of it (Rescart:her Notes). PS associates peuing me lion image
with her childhood dog: She slales:
(have my own dog and W(:~ partners and Ican establish thai connection I had as
a child with this dog. WOW, I never, that's like a big breakthrough. Ijusl realized
thai maybe that's what that's all aboul, that sort of desire to be close 10 something
and, my mother, I think I got a lot of affection from this dog that I never got from
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my mother. Like my mother is not a touchy, feely kind of person 31: all. She's fIOI
into hugging or that kind of lhing.
In the dream, PS listens 10 a voice advising her to wst her instincts when she
reaches out to be affectionate with the female hon. This is in conjunction with an acute
awamaess of the impendiog danger. The il)ogical appeannce of pocentiaJly dangerous
lion images wilh a safe deciduous image represents the sc:lf-regulation proce55 afthe
psyche at wort (Researcher Notes); dreams "bring up maleriaJ from the Uncon5CfouS to
balance the self-ego system and advance its development" (Shaflon, 1995, p. 98). Given
the lack of motherly affection PS received and the significance afthe nunuring
connection with nature., it seems that the wSelrs wholeness poc:entiaJ [is] at w«t in a
'self-heaJing process'" (Shafton, 1995, p. 1(0).
PS comments about the communication from the maJe image; .. people like thaI
lake me one step closer to that incredible connection [with nature}." PS comments on the
pelting lion image experience that there was "an expanding of personal horizon" and it
made beT "feel alive". "By making an integral connection between the conscious and the
unconscious. the individual may achieve a wider mental horizon. a new orientalion
toward life. and an ordering of a world thai has been bewildering" (Mattoon. 1978. p4).
Perhaps in !he dream images. PS experiences a healing connection thai alluded her in
childhood years and that has opened up for her new experiences in her present life
(researcher nOles). She says that nature continues as a positive experience for her and thai
she has friends like !he male image in the dream.
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SymbolK: Language
The language of drum images is symbolic. Jung (1964) Slates mat "in drums.
symbols occur spontaneously, for dreams happen and Itt not invented" (p. 41). The
images represent aspects of the beholder and dynamics from actual life. Dreams and their
symbols "do not deceive. they do not lie. they do flO( disl:on or disguise... They are
invariably seeking to cxptess something that the ego docs not know and does not
understand" (CW 17: 189). A potentially dangerous situation (wild animals) is placed in a
wood (childhood and adult appreciated forest) that brings her comfort and safety
(emotional security). PS says it ""ee15 at home." In the presenting situation, inSiead of
being devoured by the ltons she finds connection and mutual respect. The friendly male
image coonsels her through this predicament. This Grizzly Adams image symbolizes her
desire 10 be connected. 10 choose 10 reach OUI and touch what is both feared and, more
importantly. wanccd. PS states:
It's the kind of person that this man was, the kind of relationship thai. he
inherently connected to lhese animals. That's something I was leaming from him.
that I was striving (OC", 1l1at makes tota! sense in my presenllife and it has for
some time if not: forever. I think Why Jsee people like mal, they lake me one step
closer to that incredible connection. He was willing to teach me showing me how
to do, so that I could acquire that incredible knowledge. I want to have that
connection.
In the dream image PS pelted the female lion; it was imponant to touch her (PS, Dream
I). She described how she locked affection in childhood from her mother but received it
from a pet animal (PS. Dream I). This affectionate relationship was felt symbolially in
the relationship image - dreamer touching female lion • in the dream (Researcher Notes).
The female lion was lying at my feet, so the more I sort of touched this, the more
nCOfIfident I became: about how to handk: her. First I was really nervous and
thinking if (grab her the wrong way or make a D'lOYCmeIlt 100 qutckly she'd whip
around and snap. ReaI suong sense of power 0( the animal but that it was. at the
same time very calm; [lJ !lad cOl1swu.ly this lbought of having to be careful
realizing that this is an animal that cou)d easily kill me if she wanted to. That
charlged into an incredible sense of privilege that I was starting to· connection
with this animal. she respected me as an equal. She was there because she wanted
10 be there.
PS also commeills: "if you see an animal [in the wild], it's one thing to see it and another
thing to touch iL I have this sense I really want 10 touch, ba"c that connection."
Jung (1961) states that, "the dream. describes the innersitualion oflhe dreamer.
the Inuh of which the conscious position fails 10 acknowledge or acknowledges only
grudgingly" (pp. 49·50). I noted that PS. especially in this fil'Sl session. initially
commented reluctantly on her relationship with her mother. I noticed her feelings and
emotions around this topic were vcry strong.
Art:hetypallmages
The images in this dream also serve to give a sense of the MOlhet" archetype
(Researcher Notes), PS' 5 unconscious created an assortment of positive Mother images.
Accon:ling to Stevens (199.5). Jung Slates that "we corne into the woOd endowed with a
full complement of archetypal potential and that this influencc:s our dreams as profoundly
as anything else about us" (p. 127). PS associates the female lion, a dominant dream
image, wilh a protector type of mother figure. She states:
I think there's something to a female lion being prolCClOfof her family and her
cubs. ActuaJly what comes to mind is, I'll often say, if I'm proc:cclive, I become
like a female liOlt. You know. I've used that analogy before. I've got a puppy now
and I was talking to the breeder and she satd you seemed kind of laid back most of
the lime. 8uI if anyone lried 10 hurt my puppy I become like a mother lion .
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The earth's 'deciduous forest setting' image gives her a sense offceling 'at home',
Though she does not use the term Mocher Earth she describes bet bond with the earth as
very importanl. PS staleS:
It [the forestl feels vuy home. really at home in the forest. It's a place I spenl a
101. or lime as a kid. If I was upset or disturbed or juSt didn't want 10 hang around
in the house I'd just go outside andjUSI sit in the forest. I really like spongy kind
of ground under my feet. llilce rocks and things like that. (like haVing trees and
things around me. I find that really soothing.
Jung (1964) identifies the importance of "the profound emotaonal meaning of Mother
Earth.. (p. 85) as it arises in dream symbol. PS received childhood affection from a 'regal'
large female dog instead of her mother. In addition, she associates the memory ofa 'real
Sama Oaus' with the male hulTWl image who travelled around giving gifts to children.
These images are assoned nunuring<aringl mothering images (Researcher Notes). this
last one in a male form.
Causal And Purposive Roles
While I have linked specific causal details with images from PS's dream, a dream
also has a sense of purpose that should be explored for adequate dream interpretation.
Matloon (1978) quOl:es Jung 10 emphasize Ihat in making a choice lowards causal
(reduclivc) or purposive (constructive) interpretation, it is necessary to consider lhe
"individuaJ disposition of the dreamer" (po 128. qUOIing CW 18:.520 & .514). The purpose
of Ihis dream can be seen clearly with the reassuring advice: of the Grizzly Adams man.
PSSlates:
19
He {'Grizzly Adams' image] was tryiog &0 explain the relationship between. and
how to deal with lhese lions and it was really imponant for me nollO show fear
because ifldid they would pack upon it and might become their prey.
PS also statts thal the Grizzly Adams man says to her: 1'rust your instincts." The
dreamer says:"1 try very bardon doing it [petting the lion] right. I know if I set her off
she could maul me. (am aware of her awesome power. If I play it right I will be perfectly
safe."
This image fosters a sense of stlr-nunuring, building llUSl. and crearing safety for
the dreamer. She says that she has people "Iike that" ('Grizzly Adams' image) in her life
who '"take me one step doser to that inc:redibk connection." In addition. the seemingly
simple addition of a pet to her life is probably one conctete avenue by which she has
listened to that inner voice (Researcher Notes). The connection and self-confidence that
she enjo~ in the dream reflected the immense bonding that she feels with her recently
acquired pel dog. PS states: YNow I have my own dog and we are panncrs and Ican re-
establish that connection I has as a child with this dog. Wow, that's like a real
breakthrough." Just as she found solace as a child with her regal dog. that wanted to be
wilh her, she is getling the same type of fulfilling relationship from this new pet. PS is "
leaming that I was striving for that connection presently and forever."
It seems signirtcant that PS comments on how she grew up being taught to control
her feelings. However, as an adult PS states, "I've kind of had to learn how to do that
(crying).11\ad to really work on it. a lot of work to get to that point."
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PS seems to be getting encouragement from her dream to continue to 'uust her
instincts' and to go after the connections that she seems 00 desire a grcaldul. This is
represented by getting past her fear, austing herself, and lOlJChin&Ipetting the lion.
lnlerview2
Salien! Images
The predominant images in PS's second inlcniew included dream images thai
were associated with past and present experiences. Together the images present an almost
surreal picture. fairyta.le-likc. Images included living beings, colour and nature. There was
no dialogue in the images. The living images~ a pixie·like creatine flying! sailing.
winged insects buzzing. and bees. The narure images were a field, summer, golden
sunrise. sunrise glow, pollen dust, and daybreak. The only colour PS refers 10 is the
dominant golden glow of the sun and the pollen when the sun hits them. After the dream
narration she describes the bees as having yellow and black stripes and thaI the early
morning light was magical. Feelings lIlat occurred with PS's images were: freedom. light
(buoyed up). life. warm, comfortable and happy.
Images From Past And Present
TIle dream at first appears surreal to the point il may appear as removed from PS's
personal life context (Researcher NOles). However. this is not the case. The dream is a
"ref1ection...ofcertain contents. whkh are linked together associalively and are selected
by the conscious of the moment... lhe dream contains (the] unconscious complement (of
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the COflSCtous situation} M (CW 8: 417). In the dream. she is a pi~ie flying over a sun lit
field buzzing with insects; the field image is associated by the dreamer with a childhood
(even into adolescence) experience of sitting in tall grass. comfortably sinking into the
tanh. PS swes:
I think that the field goes back to - makes me think of nature and being outs)de
and like I spent a lac of time outside IS a chikl and even when I was .. teenager
cause I bad some horses and stuff. And sining in some tall grass is sort of the
ullinwe cause you kind of become pan ofiL Especially if you're not taller than
the grass itself. it's almost like a camouflage_ You become, it's like most
comfortable way of sinking into the eanh without actually going underground. bul
to be sortor. it's like a spongy layer between the ground and the air. Is sort of like
tentacles. waving, it's kind of like reaching up.
Johnson (1986) writes, "When we experience the images. we also directly experience the
inner pans of ourselves that are clothed in the imagesM (p. 25).
PS also has enjoyed the experience of watching the sun hitting pollen and appreciating
the golden colour: she said it was a rare. special kind of experience. PS remembers being
pm to bed early by her mother so it was easy to get up early. Currently as an adull she
likes the early mornings. PS describes the morning and its golden sunrise :
The sun is something that brings life.. that kind of gold especially in the mornings.
It the bfeak of day, that kind of gold 1Iw comes in the mornings. kind of like a
new beginning. There's warmth which is • comforting Iype oflhing. because it is
in the morning it's noI too hot. it's !hat sun that feels really nice. It's a new
beginning, a new day. there's sort of like a burst of energy. At some level I fell I
was. noIlhat I was going anywhere. but sort of got to cruise through il all.
PS associates enjoyable memories of being provided wilh books in her pre-reading
years by her grandmother about anthropomorphic bugs to the image: of ·fairy/pixie.'. As a
child PS loved the fairy tale world. Currcnl1y. PS feeds spiders in her garden and does
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find insects fascinating to watch. PS is at a period in her life where she relishes being
child-like; she says there is a newfound comfort and joy in being child-like.
Compensatory Function
PS's dream dales back 10 7-8 yean ago andsbe continues lOcnjoy it. It is not
surprising that ps'$ uncoosc:ious has provided her with comforting images of 'lightness'
and • joy' given how she refers 10 her some experiences in her past. PS StaleS thai, ..
Aying gives a sense of being light and being free [i.e. being buoyed up]." She later
describes the meaning:
1think that inner child comes through there. like whee. being the child and being
in the moment. I think that there's incredible capacity for light and joy and iI's
taken me • long time to unearth that because there's been a lot of crap in my past..
So it got really buried and I've reclaimed that. I used to carry it around really
guarded and now I don't. not 10 the 5&f'ne degree.
PS Slates she is more aware of this capacily for light and joy, and is conscious of
practicing it so as not to lose it. Whitmonl (1978) says that .• the dream is a function of a
self-healing balancing process. It rela!eS a message that is unknown to the dreamer but is
of vital impon.ance, in that it compensates the oneoo$idedness of the conscious posiliOfl
and its defICiencies" (p• .53). PS wrote and staled that lhis dream. for the time it occurred.
was a gift. She swes her joy at being pan of lhis picture and thaI "everything is in its
place."
PS also mentioned that as a child she could easily gel up early in the moming
because her mother put her 10 bed early; lhis sounded like a caring moment in a mothe.r-
child relationship (Rc:sea:JCber NOles). However. PS was very crilical and resistant., even
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angry. about describing her associations of personal mother; "that means nothing 10 me."
(PO, Dream 2) PS did not use the words Mother Earth but the dream images Cttak: a very
life-giving and comforting milieu. Given the deplh of her oegaUve reaction to an
invitation to describe usoc:iations with mother, it is probably a needed healing image, a
gift to her in her adult years, to compensate for her consciously Jived situation (researcher
notes). "Dreams are, after all, compensations for the conscious anitudc" (Jung. 1963.
p. 133). PS comments on the mearung of the dream as "smeillhe roses ..take some time
10 do mal now."
lmages As Symbolic Language
Whitmont (1978) writes about symbols in the Jungian approach to dream
interpretation:
"Symbols. as they spontaneously arise. from the unconscious depths. are polemial guides
to psychic health because lhc:y point to... contexts of meaning" (p. 59). PS writes. '1 am a
small pixie-like creature flying through the air." She describes her feelings around these
images as experiences of freedom. innocence and being childlike. PS states:
I was flying across watching this [insects and golden sun Jand I was so happy and
I was like oh my God. this is the best thing in the whole wide worid there. And
actually it wasn't even lhat I was aware of being happy. That was the fUlly
incredible thing about it. II wasjUSllhatI was happy. It was litis tOlallychild·like.
totally innocent, JUSt flooded with happiness. so there was no room for anything
besides that.
PS associates herc:hildlike capacity in this dream with a significant
relationship_ Being buoyed up and light in her dream symbolius that childlike capacity
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thai: she has nunured in her life. PS staleS:
I happen to have this inner capacity for being a kid. Like I don'! son ofhavc a
middle ground. I'm either extremely well organized and exuemely adult and the
one in charge or I'm completely the opposite. IjuSl could get really 10lally
immersed in child like kinds of things that I love to son of play. And I love (0 do
sortofsillythinp lhal don't makescnse. The reason I'm with mypanner. and a
big reason (arthis, be's quite a bit older than (am and he's always had to be
responsible. I kind of had the opposite end. But it's that sort of willingness every
now and then to throw caution to the wind.
]be field, in real life was. and is. an aetuaI comfoning experience for PS: "being outside
as a child, siuing in laIl grass and became pan of it." As a dream image. it symbolizes the
earth giving herf~m and life. lbc pollen represented the earth's lifc and it was even
more signiflCallt with the sunlight glowing off it. This type 0( splendour symbolized the
incredible joy PS uperienccs with this dlQlTj. It has brought her experience of the ease of
childhood. the light and joy of being as a chikL She states thaI it has "taken a long time to
unearth that, there's a lor. of crap in my past." ..A dream cannot be interpreted from its
text alone... its symbolism must be translated. like an unknown language. by means of
context" (Mattoon. 1978. p. 53). The pixie.like creature flying repn::sents the dreamer
enjoying her journey inward, [0 her innocenc:e. her "inner child mal we all carT)' around"
(PS. Dream 2). According 10 Stevens (19951. Jung's notion of symbol. Ihis one included.
is thai it is "the expression of an inluitive idea that cannot be formulated in any Olher or
better way"(p. In).
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Causal And Purposive Roles
II is noc surprising there is a fteld yieldinc pollen given lbat the dreamer bas fond
childhood memories of a field and its tall grass and the comfort it gave her alrnat time.
The sun with its particular glow offlhe pollen is also one aCthe dreamer's actual
memorable experiences that appears in her drum. While causal information conlributes
to understanding .. dream. "'the psyche cannot be conceived merely in causal te:nns but
requires also a final view [sense of purpose) .. (CW 8: 413). PS is the 'pixic4likc
creature' in me dream and she describes its meaning as. "wow, look .1 me world I'm pan
of, like everything was in its place." PS described how most of her dreams were nOl: nice
experiences; this one was a gift. She linked it to her experience of re-connecting with her
"inner chiler and re-elaiming "being the child."
PS comments that these dream images are the ideal of whal '" think life should be
about". lhis is .. where I'm going." PS states:
The reason {this dream 1it is still with me is it is still what I strive for. the ultimate
ideal of what I think life should be about Irs kind of like, it's an incredible gift.
it's like • reminder. k's kind of like this is where I'm going. This is whatl'm
working for, I don't know if I'U achieve it in this lifetime bot this is what ('m
looking for, this is the kind of feeling I want to have.
PS is now more aw~ ofhcrc:apacity for light and joy, and to be the child: she is also
more comfortable with that new freedom and is conscientious of practicing it. In Ihis way.
PS says she won't forget to be lighthearted. PS's rencclions on her images indicate
healing and growth have taken place and are conuibuting to a new direction for her life
(Researcher NOl.cs). Jung (1948) states !hat "from the final standpoint the symbol (i.e.
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scnseofpurposeJ in the dream has~lhevalueofaparabk:it does notconc:eaJ. it
teaches" (Dreams: 471).
Anohetypal_
PS provides a pictun of an earth thalls giving life (Mother arc:hetype, Researcher
Notes); the sun rises. pollen everywhere. insects are butting, (here is a glow of the sun
light off the pollen. hoes, and a pixie-like creal.ure flying. PS identifies the Eanh as
Mother and these images give details to that. PS states <a> "It (the sunrise) was almost
warm like a motherly kind arlhing"; (b)" There was a lot of activity then: [field/earth].
It was brimming. flowers were shooting off their pollen"; and (e) "It's son of like the
earth as a mother. in fact, that filS penecdy."
lung (1963) describes an experience of. sunrise as "the most sacred hour of the
day" and thai the "longing for light is the longing for consciousness" (pp. 268·269). PS
also connects her images with an archetypal Sunrise, "a new sian. warm like, motherly,
needed for emotional well-being." In terms of the general meaning for PS, the dreamer
swes that she used to"carry (aap from the past) around and now I don't." She describes
the dream sunrise as emanating wilh energy and ligtK. ~As the sun came up over the
horizon it was like a big bucket of gold mat poured of the sun. and il started rolling. this
big flood of light and gold ...a very friendly glow. Everything was emanating with light."
In lerms of the feeling she had in the dream, PS says she can relate that: to a very young
time. 'There is a binh of her re-claimed child and innocence cPS, Dream 2). PS states: .. I
can probably relate thai (feeling in the: dream) back to the age thaI I would have been
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when I was reading those books (about anthropomorphic bugs). That would have been
early on, I couldn't rud at that point."
PS connects the 'pixie' or 'small fairy' from her dream archetypally to this childhood
fairy talc world and anthropomofphic fi~ from books. A dreamer "over miny at the
onset of the second half of life may need 10 respond again to that fascination [child-like
appreciation of mythology and archetype connections) and be drawn once more into the
world of the fairy story and mythology" (Henderson. 1980, p382). PS is over lhiny.
When describing the dream's meaning PS Siales. "[attention is being drawn 10) spending
lime just being which is kind of what lhis dream is about and il takes practice: ii'S not the
k.ind or thing you can just do." PS compares hcrfecling from the dream (0 an
"'unencumbered time" as a university Sh.Ident. when many of her day4o-day concerns
were laken care of.
Interview 3
Salienllmages
The images in PS's third inlerView included dream images lhat were associated
wilh several important inner life dynamics that are rooted in the past and the present The
images comprise a sunul picture in which there are people images. nature images. and
habitat images. The only verbal conlent occurred towards the end of the dream when an
aduh image gave an inslruclion 10 the child image (dreamer). There was physical
movement I;ly the people images in the dream and one physical interaction between an
adult image and the child image. The peopJe images included a small child (dreamer).
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adults from the '"kind of pre-bisloric vilbge" who were meal eaters. two adult images
who were the child's 'panmls'; people images were described as starVing. The nature
images included a field ("kind of like a rice paddy"), field produce which Wl:re "gigantic
kernels of something with sort of layers on the ootside" "like com cobs", outside pieces
of cob put in the ground for Ilarvesting. and a forest which bordered the field in the
distance. The habiw images included the mud huts making up the village and a reference
to the child's mud hut thai was very close 10 the field A predominant colour was brown
refening 10 the mud huts and ground. PS described the village as dark. The shapes of
images aweared important to PS. She described the huts as round and pan of simple
living and not with perpendicular walls and right angles.. PS described the village social
strata in lcnnS of concentric circles with the child being al the cenlre. then there's an
immedialc circle. then a larger circle, outside of that, expands a larger perimeter. 4ike
dropping a stone". When PS described this social suucture she traced the circular images
with her finger: this reminded me of a common Jungian theme, the mandala. Feelings that
were identifted or emerged with the dream images were: "felt like a child, self-focused",
concern, searching, unccnainty, protective, survival, ..something wasn't quile right",
needing food, "feeling of innocence", learning, nourished. and in need V5. being taken
canoof.
lmages From Past And Present
In the dream, the 'parenls' image was 001 her real parents. She states that she
didn't see lheir faoes,just big shapes. 1be milieu was one where people were hungry,
g.
possibly starving. Stevens (1995) describes the first Step ofme Jungian approach to
undemanding a dream is to "establish the conteJ;t aCme dIeam in the life of the dreamer,
so as to undersWld something of its purely personal significance" (p. 56).~ is a sense
that she was taken care of in this drum in terms of being given food when she was
hungry but thete is still a pervasive sense of "something wasn't quite rigbt~ and '"hunger.
In the dream, the child image expc:ric:nces a strong sense of innocence lile a '1Juffer from
the complications cfme real worid [where there was a food shonage problem),"'t is t'IOI:
surprising that the dreamer has such a child image in the dream given the absence of
nurturing and lack from her parents she felt as a child in real life. PS states:
When [was a child, 1really had to be very grown up. very early on. because my
parents got divorced. and all thai kind of stuff. And then we moved and it was a
matter of growing up in a very big hurry just to be able 10 proc:ect yourself. And
my mothcr"was never sort of like a real nurturing kind of mother. r didn't rully
have that kind of figure around. You become an adult when you don't have a
parent you kind of become an adult.
She describes how, because erthis. she yearns. from lime to lime to. be laken care afhy
someone ""who will take on the weight of the wood so I don', have to worry" (PS, Dream
3). In the dream, she had a sense that something wasn't quile right but she, IS the child,
felt there were lwoconoemed adults so lhat "everything would be okay."
In her cunml: career conlexl, PS states thai she is about (0 make a change. She
describes how she has worked very hard bUI is no longer prepared to invest so much into
her job (hat she "does not have anything lefl over 10 carry lhrough (0 the nexi phase." The
dream images include images that reflect a cycle change (harvest, re-planting) and the
idea of 'substance' to helpcarT)' one over inlo a nexi harvest (pt!tie). PS writes: '1'he
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people an:: hungry." The people go into the fleld and search for food. Despite lhe fact they
were meat eaters, they looked for food in the "rows" and harvested "kind of like com
cobs," A harvest signals an end to one part of the cycle. One of the adult images look the
child's "food". removed two pieces and put them in the ground for harvesting later. This
aetton signals the nexlpartoflhecyc:le. PS's images ~not images thalan:: famiJiarfrom
her life conteltl but, rather, conllin dynamics that are derived from her life contex!
(researcher notes and PS comments on this in the dream's meaning). PS swes: "rm very
awate now that I'm DOt prepan:d 10 put t~ energy into my job and not have anything
left Ova' at the end or it, 10 have the momentum (0 carT)' me lhrougfllo my next phase.R
Johnson (1986) writes. "Most dreams, in one way or another. an:: ponrayals of our
individual journeys toward whokl'lC5S. They show us the stages along the way- the
adventures. obstacles. conflkts., and reconciliations that lead to a sense of self" (p. 66).
Compensatory Function
"Dreams are, afler all, compensations for the conscious attitude" (lung, 1963.
p. 133). In PS's conscious life, she staled that "as a child, (I] had 10 be vcry grown up. [ I
felt I like an adult because (1] had to take caR of( my }self. [I] grew up in a hunyjusl
to be able 10 proI:CC1 [ my ]self." In the dream, PS had images where she was part of a
very deprived siluation but Ihe 'adults/parents' in the dream look care of her, giving her
the food she needed to live. PS wriles, "I never really fell that I had a chance 10 be a child
and be taken caR of."In this dream, PS uses the word ~desperation"10 describe the need
for food. Despite feeling she toot care ofhetself as a chiki, she has dream images where
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she was taken care of by 'parents.' 1he dream rectifIeS lbe situation. It conlributes the
materiallhat was lacking" (CW 6: 482).
Of cunent circumstanceS, PS writes. 001 am presently under a lot of pressu~ at
work and in personal life trying to keep it all together." Feeling this suess and strain. her
unconscious provides her with images where she is being taken care of and as the child
feeling 'buffered" (rom "the world's complications... cPS, Dream 3). "Jung showed us
that me conscious and the unconscious minds both have critical rok:s to play in the
equilibrium ofthc totaI.selr' (Johnson. 1986. p. 6).
The field where there were '"rows planted randoml'l' gives a picture of the eanh
that is life-sustaining and life.giving. This is symbolic of Mother Earth (Researcher
Notes). PS described the "cobs" that were picked from the field as incredibly nourishing.
It is not surprising that PS has images ofimmensc nunuring by "Mother Eanh" given the
absence of a nunuring mother experience as a child. This image. in a sense, replaces that
lack (Resean::her NOles). PS states that currently she is "about to make a major change"
and that ". would like to revert to being a child and let someone else worry'" (ps, Dream
3). PS swes:
An adult took it {cob-like food 1 and peeled off two outside pieces, the way you
would take a piece off the com except they were more substantial and they were
kind of thick on the bottom and took those two pieces and stuck them in the
ground and the rest of it the adult gave back to me to eat. It was son of like
learning this was imponant.
The image of being taken care of in the dream represents the self-regulation process in
dreams ; this occurs '"to promote adaptation in the interests of personal adjustment.
growth. and survival" (Stevens. 1995. p. 63).
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Images As Symbolic Language
According to Shafton (1995), Jung views the dream as". product of the psyche's
gift for imaging, Slory·telling. myth-making"(p. 114). PS states that she is feeling
unfulfilled in her job and that fits with the images and Slory of hunger in her~ She
writes. "I think there is an unfulfiUed need of some kind." Her dream images include
searching for food. hungry people. and desperation. PS states:
t think that relates 10 some stufflhat's going on with me now because f have been
really serious thinking about - I 'm under contract right now. My contract is up
[soon). And I'm not very happy about the way things are working out (Of' me right
now; I would rather get paid less and be really happy with what I'm doing. It's not
thal:that money is noc importantatall. but it's not wonh, iflhe price for that
salary is costing you in other areas it's DOl worth iL
PS writes. "I am under. lot of pres.5Ule aI work and in my personal life as well,
trying 10 keep it all together." This gives a sense that she is presenlly in 'survival" mode
and her dream is about that very experience. symbolically (Researcher Notes) with its
particular survival images Jung used lhe leon symbol in its true sense of lhal which
indicates what is not yet fully known. PS also describes her childhood experience using
theword"survival" .
PS states that change is about to happen in her job and that she is no longer
willing to pul so much into it that she has nothing left over ''to carry Ihrough 10 !he next
phase." She wrole about Ihe need 10 "feed" her soul, so that she "can be sustained
emotionally and physically." "No dream image can be separated from thc individual thai
dreams it" (lung. 1964, p. 38). The 'cob imagc' represents that nourishment thai PS
needs; lhc adult image guides PS as the child in the dream 10 re-plant pieces from the cob
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so that they can be barvest£d later. This rqnsenl$ wtw can sustain PS to continue into
her next phase in her aetUa1life. She staleS that part of the dream's meaning is directing
her to make more space for herself. PS also wriles that she needs 10 learn nOllO lake
things with so much weight.. Being taken care of in the dream images in a diffICUlt
situation symbolizes her need in her life to take care of herself in these ways. "'Dreams ate
dynamic mosaics. composed of symboli. that express the movements. conflicts.
interactions, and developments of the great energy systems within the unconscious...
(Johnson, 1986, p. 19).
Archetypallmages
The "sort of ear- 0( comIcob" image thai PS refers to in the last part of the dream
is re'planted fOC" fuMe harvesL PS identifies this as important in the dream and in how it
relalCS to her life; "II's a matter of re-absorbing enough energy in order to have something
left over for the next stage." According 10 one native tradition. the Plains Indians. the ear
of com represents the supernatural power lha1 dwells in the earth which brings forth the
food thai. sustains life. The ear is both nourishment and seed. symbol of growth and
fertility in animal/plant life and in psychic development (Chevalier & Ghcerbrant. 1994).
In this dream, the 'cob' provides immediately needed nourishment.. and for a later harvest.
She Slates: •• It son of reminded me of a wheat gem. the sense it was incredibly
nourishing and incredibly healthy. It was a very basic food,"
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Archetypally. PS associates her dream images with the Harvest Cycle. PS lalks about
immediate pressures she is dealing with and her concc:ms regarding energy 'foe the next
stage.' Sheswes:
I think that was irnponant. lhal the whole sort of fanning. re-harvesting and re-
planting and all that kind of stuff, that this was sort of key to me in all this
somehow_And keeping something of what )'OU have to invesl in the furure: 10
harvcstatalaterdale.
PS discussed her dream in a very interesting way lIlat reminded me of a simple mandala.
According to Stevens (1994). "Mandalas have been found all over the world and an:
primordial images ofwhokness or totality" (p. 21). When she talked about the peopIc
images she explained the village social suaa by 'drawing' with her finger on the table.
PS drew concentric circles: the kernel, the child, was in the middle ("the child is the seed"
PS. Dream 3); there was an immediate circle around that and lhen another larger circle
expanding outside of thaI. PS staleS:
1be whole village was moving as a unit. Ilhink il was imponant that il was a
village, lIlat it wasn't just a person with a couple of parents. I think it was strata
that existed there almost like being a kernel. being the child, then the very
immediate circle and then a larger circle outside of that expands a larger
perimeter. [lIIink that's imponant. It's like dropping a stone in lhe water, like il
spreads out.
When asked about atmetypal associations for her dream images. PS describes a memory
ofHa mosaic in an enuance way, willi alinlepicce in !he middle. ~and ~pieccs
are added and il gets bigger and more complicated" She Slaled thatlhis mosaic reminded
her of how people grow and gather experiences. PS also siaies thai [he roundness of huts
in the village was very impor:tanl: another allusion to the signiftcaDCe of 'circle', or
mandala, which represents puUing in order or the self (Researcher Notes).
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Despilc the desperalc search by everyone for food and the fact Ihe people were
meat-eatel'S. she (as the child) did not feellhe situation was "threatening" bue rather thai
"everything would be all right". Acc:on:ting to Hall (1994). "When the ego is unstable the
Self may appear as a re-assuring symbol of order, often in the form of a mandala, a figure
with a clear periphery and a centre "(p. II). It is interesting how PS identifies the dream
child image as central, stating,
I think. it was strata lhat existed there almost like being a kernel. being the child.
then the very immediate circle and then a larger circle. This just popped inlo my
head, that the child is the seed, and a lot. and literally, as well, thai iI's an
inveslment in the future 50 that by showing the child how to plant you're also
ensuring your own fuwre.
PS talked about her won: life and personal life, "'trying to keep it all together... -nte
contemplation of a mandala is meant to bring an inner peace. a feeling that life again has
found its meaning and order... (Jung, 1964, p. 230) PS siaies that she needs to feed her
soul and 10 make space for herself so that she can sustain herself into the ntU phase of
her life. When asked about a concrete action to honour this dream she talked about a new
inlerest, picking blueberries (harvest archetype, Researcher Notes) and the immense
satisfaction it was bringing her. What seemed to be an ordinary activity proved 10 be very
meaningful to nero Jung (1963) writeS:
Only gradually did l discover what the mandala really is: 'Formation,
Transformation. Etemal Mind's eternal recreation.' And that is the self. the
wholeness of the personality, which if all goes well is harmonious. bUI which
cannot tolerale self-deceptions (p. 196).
I do not know enough about PS's life to say that her dream mandala reflects all this, but
she did acknowledge that there is something unfulfilled in her life and she more easily
talked about the lack she experienced in her child-mother relationship. She says she is
..
"about to make a major change, moving on to something different thai's sustainable:' PS
is no longer "prepared to - not have anything left over to carry through to the next phase."
Her dream seemed 10 ave her with a sense of self and purpose (Researmer Notes).
Causal And Purposive Roles Of Images
In this dream. PS sees herself as the dream child image. According to Johnson
(1986), in Jungian dream inte~wion. aspecu of one's self may be carried by dream
images. PS spoke about her actual childhood and having to take care of herself. and
having to be very grown up during that period of tier life. PS's aauaJ survival skills from
her childhood are reflected in the survival dream situation and in the specific action of
one of the adult images. Just as PS had taken CaR: of herself as a child. this adult image.
indicative of her inner guidance. acted in a helpful manner (Researcher Notes). PS
identifies this action as part of a very irnporuntlcaming. This is a good example of the
causal role of her images. But lhere is a sense of purpose for the future: in lenns of her
current life she talks about over-investing in her job, but she is at a point where she
realizes.she is not prepared 10 do that any more. Re-planting and re-harvesling is guidance
for ber life. PS states lhat she is about to make a change and this means heading in a
direction that is sustainable: "'have enough left over to plant or sow so that you can
sustain yourself emotionally and physically" (PS, Dream 3).
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Interview 4
Salient Images
The salient images in PS's fourth interView inchJded dream images that reflected a
me dynamic ralherthan rccogniz.able details cPS. Dream 4). There were people images of
a teenager (dreamer) walking alone "trailing" behind a group. a group of teenage girls,
and a teenage boy. lbere were naNre images that included a grassy pWeau. a trodden
path. a steep decline. grassy top of cliff. a river at the bottom ofa steep decline. and a
narrow ledge. The only conversation was the "carrying on" and talking aoout "some guy"
by the group image. There are IwO interactions with the dreamer. one of lhese refers 10 the
dreamer writing that "the group c1early don'l want to have me as part ofthcir group" and
the second is the "guy" image reaching out his hand to help the .. teentger (dreamer)"
stuck on a ledge. Feelings in this dream included the following: feeling left OU(
("ourcast'"). self-cooS<Hing,judgmental, independenl, risk. stuck, unfree, rescued. helpful.
special. surprised. nauered. rewarded. and relieved.
The dream that PS nanated did noteonlain any details of colour. However, when
PS organized hcr dream in thc fonn of a mandaJa she placed a black, star-like shaped
person at the cen~. Around that she coloured a purple circle that insulated lhc black
figure. The next circular shape around thai was yellow with yellow spokes leading to an
OIHer red circle. Between each yellow spoke is a blue tear shape. PS's mandala gives the
impression of a wheel·like image (Researcher Notes). A green twisted ribbon weaves
between twO lower "spokes".
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Images From Past And Present
The dream images in this interview were not: physical details thai. were familiar to
PS; rather, the images mirrored PS's experience as an individual in ~Iationship to group-
past and present Dreams are a ~product of a preconceptual psychic stratum that operates
in terms ofimage.s rather than thoupus" (Whitmont quoting JURI. 1m. p. 249). PS
refers to herself as the teenage girl image walking alone behind a group. PS writes about
her acluallife context that "in high school 1did not feel part of the crowd, never did:'
"When we experience the images. we also directly experience the innerpuu of ourselves
that arc clothed in the images" (Johnson, 1986. p. 25). She states in her dream narration :
I was really aware that I wasn't part of this group and I didn't really want 10 be
part of the group because Ilhoughl they were kind of silly and Slupid. But. at the
same time. then: was part of me that wanted to be pan of their group. Then I could
decide I didn't want lobe. I didn't have that decision to make.
PS says that she felt lonely being an "outcast" but that she docsn'I"like 10 be with the
group just for the sake of being with the group... She Slates: "I do have a tendency to stay
apan from the in-erowd. The whole l'IOCion of being swallowed up by a crowd that has no
integrity is repulsive. I am much more of a leader than follower. which means being
lonely at limes."
While she has struggled with this experience. PS commenlS in her dream
inlerpr'elalion rnat it is okay for her to" be apan from the maddening crowd" and Ihat '"
like myself." Whiunont (1978) writes that in the Jungian approach "the dream is always
presenting new infonnation for assimilation into consciousness" (p. 253).
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Compensatory Function
PS states that she "was always a loner. past and present" As a young teenager she
felt "outcast" and "lonelY' but she felt she needed solitude as well. PS adds ttw she
looked after herselfbcc:ause theTe "was never anyone there to help her." While PS prides
herself on her independence. she SltUggies with the loneliness that accompanies it
(Researcher NOles &. PS. Dream Interview 4). 1he general functton of dreams is to uy to
restore our psychological balance by producing dream material that re-establi.shes. in a
subtle way, the total psychic equilibrium" (Jung, !964. p. 34). PS's dream images cany
the affect of "loner" and "outcast". However. wh.ile she first decides to go "down a steep
decline" away from the group. she changes her mind and wants to return to the
lop. Something else is needed to do this. "Compensatory dreams provide material that is
directed toward producing wholeness in the personality" (Manoan. 1978. p. 120).
PS's comments provide a piewre of diffICUlt personal struggles and in herdrcam
she is rescued from a dangerous situation by a teenage 'prince channing' image. She
There was a Sleep decline and down at the bottom there was a river. So I decided
to go down. climb down. I got I10l very far and then maybe I son of realiu:d I
didn't really think this OUI: where was I going to go from hen:, and going b.:k up
was going to be a problem. I was standing on this really thin ledge stuck out and it
was only wide enough for me to stand on. I thought what am I going to do now.
And this guy came along. he was following behind us and he looked down. He
didn't say anything, hejusl reached out his hand and helped me up.
The compensatory nature of dreams is pan of the self.regulation of the psyche. "When we
set out to interpret a dream. it is always helpful to a.s.Ic: Whal conscious attitude does it
compensate?" (CW 16: 330). PS describes how "the guy/prina: charming" is the desire of
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me group image. However, he chooses her. PS feels rewarded. When she first heard about
him. she didn't like him bul now she realitts thai: she docs. Her dream images have
provided her with the highly favoured company of the boy image; it seems be was behind
her and paying anentton to her. This contrasts the image PS first conveyed of a lone girl
lrailing and left out of a group. This Qperienc:e of being specially chosen and looked after
compensates her 'outcast' feeling. PS states towards the end of the drum discussion
about its meaning for her: "I like myself. It took me a long while to get there but I do now
(PS. D=m 4)."
Images As Symbolic Language
'1llrough dreams one becomes acquainted with aspectS 0( one's personality that
for various reasons one has preferred not to look at 100 closely." (lung. 1964. p. 114). The
dream image of PS as the teenage girl s[Uck on a ledge represents her identification as an
outcast in high school and being "more of a leader than a follower. which means being
lonely" (Researcher Noles). It seems her ambivalence about this experience is reflected in
her al1empt to go down the steep decline but then realizing she needs to go back up (PS.
Dream 4). Prince Charming in the person or a popular leenage boy image is punling to
ps .....hen she commenlS about the meaning of her dream. She states I found Ibis dream
harder than anything 10 apply to anything going on in my life righl no : I am nOI looking
for a Prince Charming to rescue me off a cliff."
Jung .....rites. "a dream is 100 slender a hinllo be understood umil il is enriched by
lhe stuff of association and analogy and lhus amplified to the poinl of intelligibilily" (CW
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12: 3). PS adds laler in the interview, "maybe iI's son of more about a feeling." She
further stales... I like myself: it took me a long while to get there but {do now," The
figure of the teenage boy symbolizes herself.acceptance (Researcher Notes). the
"feeling" as PS Slates. It has come with a struggle. being "stuck" on some "ledges", alone.
"It is charxteristic: of dreams to prefer pictorial and picturesque language to colourless
and merely rational statements" (CW 18:464). PS staleS that she has been hard on herself
but she has Icamcd to nurtUre herself and to be proud 0( herself. Her dream images nOC
only reflected her experience of group. but symbolized her inner lunnoil of self·
acceptance and where she is with that experience based on who she is (PS. Dream 4).
Jung (1961) writes., "My intuition consisted in a sudden and most unexpected insight into
the faa that my dreams meant myself. my life and my world. my whole reality... I
understood in a flash what my dream meant" (CW 18: 490).
Jung (1961) writes that. .. The hero figure is a typical image. an archetype which
has existed since lime immemorial" (CW 18: 530). In this dream, PS identifies the 'guy'
image who rescued her (hero. Researcher Notes) as "Prince Channing". Prior to his
appearance. she states she had decided not to panic and to get hefself oot or this. though it
didn't seem obvious how. She SIllIes that "on this really thin ledge, I was stuck. Hejust
reached out his hand and helped me up... Others sought after the 'Prince Channing'
figure. but she had been suspicious of him. His attentioo and help surprised PS. When
describing this dlUf1l's meaning, PS stales, .. I am very proud of myself, lleamed how to
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nurture myself. II's okay 10 say I like you, giving myself credit for things I've
accomplished," The 'Prince Charming' archetypal image represents her reaching a poinl
of acknowledging that !he dream was Y an affirmation" and to "recognize your own inner
self and that's okay", PS associated the help from Prince Charming with feeling
"fIatteted. expectant of the future. happy, and prood." This conlnSled with her initial
feelings of 'oulcast' (Researcher Notes).
The 'self as archelype is !he organizing centre of the psyche (Hall, 1983, p. 21).
PS associates herself, in tenns 0( the initial images.. as "outcast" She doesn't want 10 be
with the group for its own sake but she does Slate that she "consoles hersclfto this". PS's
mandala contains a black figure at lhe centre. suggesting this vulnerabililY (Researcher
Notes).; PS identifies il as her "self" and a "person. having arms, legs. bull thought it was
rt"lOfe like a star". The purple around that figure provides safely there ; "home: is you so
you can lake it wherever you go" (PS, Dream 4). PS stales, .. II is okay to walk my own
path." The yellow around this represents "warmth and what radiates from within"; the
yellow radiates oulward in "spokes", Between the spokes there are blue lears thu indicate
her loneliness; "I am more a leader, Ihat means loneliness al limes." PS also slales, .. I
like myself. it took me a long while to get there but I do now," The mandala thai PS
created shows her inner strUggle to accept herself and to find a balance in being alone and
"moving outward." The mandala seems to renect lhe balance: (researcher notes) $he has
found: "it's okay 10 walk your own path" and "there will be a helping hand. you'll be
okay."(PS. Dream 4) PS's mandala is wheel-like and refleas an inner movement
mirroring her experience 0( finding a way of getting out of being stuck. She explains.
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"these are palhs. there's a possibility of flO( being capsuled off"(PS, Dream 4). just like in
the dream (Researcher Notes). PS says of her shapes and colours. "I don't want it to be
stagnant." It is interesting to note lhat Jung writes about this stlUClUred type of mandala:
lhis image (the sun·wheeIJ. a sort of divided circle is a symbol which you find
throughout the whok history of mankind as well as in the dreams of modem individuals"
(CW1S,Sl).
Causal And Purposive
PS identir~a familiar life experience that comes out in the dream: being a loner.
past and present. "Causal refers to discovering the unpleasant events or repressed
impulses out ofwhidl the images have arisen" (Mattoon. 1978. p. 125)." She Stales about
herpasl:
As a kid. people used to think I was a Iiule weird because I was to thc extreme
and. so. that walking alone. that was really - and also what went with it· that I
didn't really feel that I wanted to be pan of it but that kind of feeling. II's a bit
lonely. Feeling of being OUICaS( because you're different btU thai recognizes that
you are. and thal's okay. but at the same time: wondering whal it would be like if I
weren'l.
According to Jung, the "basic assumpllon was that each dream (and series of dreams) is
unique 10 the dreamer and hence. can be underslood only in 1CflT\S of !he dreamer's
psychological make-up, conscious experiences, and personal relationships" (Mattoon,
1978, p. 198). In !he dream, me first predominant image is a scene where she is "trailing
behind" people who" clearly don'. want" her as part of the group. Sorting through Ihis
experience and what it means for PS is pan of the causal role of these images. The second
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major image contrasts this one where PS is helped OUt by a popular teenage boy: she is
surprised by his attention and assiSlanCe. The teleological element in this dream comes
out in the image of this teenage boy belpinl PS (Researcher NOles). Jung poses the
questions... What is the purpose or this drum? What effect is it meant to have?" (CW 8:
462). PS swes that mis has happened to her a couple of times in her life where she
thought ofherself'"the leasl: viSibly intettsting and thea there's attention paid" to her. PS
swcs that wit's [Prince Channing's help] rnl)fe SCM1 of about a feeling." She is suuggling
to accept herself. "I like myself. it look me a long while to get there but I do now," She
talks about a renewed courage to follow her "instinct and not to be afraid to explore ." PS
SUles. wk is okay to malce a mistake or take the path less travelled. there will be a helping
hand, you'll be okay." The last image of the dream leaves PS expectant of the future.
proud and happy (PS. Dream 4).
Conclusion: Participant "PS"
1'he best way 10 deal with a dream is to think of yourself as a sort of ignorant
child .and to come 10 a two million year old man or lathe old mOlher of days and ask.
'Now what do you think of me?' .. (CW 18: 200). Jung recognizes the depths from which
dream images emerge and the extent to which they ale connected to the dreamer. Mattoon
(1978) writes that dreams ale SOU~of information about ourselves. lung Slates,
"Dreams do not lie" (CW 17: [89). Both research panicipanLS shared their dreams
knowing thal their dreams were an important part of their lives (Researchcf Notes).
Panicipaling in this research was not the lint time they paid attention to their dreams.
lOS
However, this was their fim invilation to follow a flexible and general Jungian
framewoR... Both participants and 1W~ involved in sincere discussions lhar. sought to
pay attention to their dlUmS and to unravel their meanings.
In Dream Interview I, PS identified this dream as occurring about 2-3 years
previous. "The life experiences that are related to and meaningful in this drum. are as
follows <a> PS acknowledges lhat there is a "Conncction...lO the natural world" thal she
strives for and she has" people like that in her life"; (b) there is a "stroog feeling ofbcing
bonded to another crealUn:" and a beginning of" bUSt my ability to coonea. remain
calm." PS relates a very important experience in dlildhood of. warm relationship with a
pel dog; she also has recently acquired a pel dog and this is an important relationship for
her as an adult; (e) PS comments that this dream was markedly different from other
dreams where she had terrible physical and violent fights with animals; and (d) PS
commented al first that she had difficulty associating the dream 10 life events.
In Dream Interview 2. PS uses a dream from 7-8 yeaB preVtous. She identifies the
following life experiences as being connected to her dream <a) her capacity for being a
kid. childlike. something which has taken her time to ''uneanh because there's been a lot
of crap in my past"; (b) pow she's more comfortable with he, "capacity for light andjoy'"
and need 10 practice it or may "forget to be thallighlheartcd'"; (c) hct' inner child and
innocence; (d) this dream was a gift and ainu "'what I think life should be about" and
"where I think I'm going" (e) PS viewed this dream as a real gift because she had a 101 of
unpleasant dreams and as an example of Menlightcnment"; and (f) she is enc:ounagcd to
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"smell the roses" and "'to lighten up". PS says she strives for this childhood ease and it is
possible. lhough "elusive",
In Dream Interview 3. PS uses a very m;:cnt dream. She connects this dream 10
the following: (a) "childhood SlUff". that is, growing up looking after and relying on
herself: (b) the current need [0 be a child now and then; and (c) PS also talked about an
impending change at wort. and her need (0 make decisions around that realizing she needs
to make choices that sustain her, "to have something left over for the next stage,"
In tenns of her dream's overall meaning in Dream InterView 3. PS staleS (a) that
"being unfulfilled fits with job", and (b) that she "needs 10 make more space'" for herself.
In Dream Interview 4. PS, using a Ieeen! dream. COflnectS her dream images to the
following (a) personal childhood experiences of feeling apart. "outcast" from the "crowd"
and; (b) the adult experience of "rather" being "alone, than in a crowd" and of being a
leader with its attendant loneliness.
PS romments on the dream's meaning. in Dream Interview 4. in (enns of the
following:
(a) "an affirmation that everything is okay". apart from the maddening crowd is "an okay
place: 10 be"; (b) she acknowledges Ihat she likes herself, though it look a while 10 gel to
that; and (c) PS's dream encourages her 10 give herself aedil for accomplishments and to
nurture herself, 10 "recognize your own inner self, and that's okay".
The first dream PS chose 10 discuss centred on her relalionship to lhe "natural
wood", as conveyed by images of forest and animals. PS said she strives for such a
connection; her dream encouraged her 10 ''trust'' her abilily "to connect", to be "calm",
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and not to be afraid despite the possible danger and the obvious ·power'. PS described an
actual wann childhood ~Ialionshipwith a dog and current warmth with a recently
acquired pet dog. The second dream PS chose was from an eartier time period but the
childhood theme came up again: she strives for "childhood ease" though it is "elusive"
and. because of negative childhood ex.periences. this has taken time to emerge. She is
encouraged '"to smelllhe roses", PS described this dream as a gift.
Dream J cominued with discussion of "childhood stuff' of having to "be very
grown up" as a child, and of not having the chance to be a child. PS also spoke of an
impending change at wort and how she is examining the necessity of moving into the
next phase "and moving on 10 something that is sustainable", She is encouraged by this
dream to "make space" for henclC. Dream 4 continues with the childhood theme. this
lime an adolescent experience of 'iocling apan from the crowd", "outcast", She also
recognizes her experience of solitude as an adult. However, her dream affinns where she
is. "that's okay", She acknowledges lIlat illook a while to like herself; she is encouraged
to p~se and nunure herselr.
Each of PS's dreams presemed a nalurallandscape type of image. In Dream I
there was a deciduous forest. In Dream 2 lbere was a fteld set aglow by a sunrise. Dream
3 had a cultivalOd fteld bordered by a forest. and Dream 4 had a grassy field ncar a steep
decline. Stevens (1995) states:
Landscape is-evel'}' bit as numinous to us in dreams as in waking reality,
presumably because it is, to usc Jung's phrase, inborn in us as a virtual image- an
ardletypal given, so to speak. The emotions roused by dremllandscapes can
possess a religious intensity, often being associated with archetypal figures and
rituals which relate to the seasons, bearing a fertility or cosmic meaning linking us
with our mythic past (p. 173).
lOS
The purpose of such dream images is to take ''natura! processes as models
for...rituals. [people] produce in [their] souls the same crear.ive powers observed
{externally] in nature" (Stevens. 1995. p. 173). PS identified the sunrise cycle in Dream 2
and the harvest cycle in Dream 3. It's worth noting that PS described being strongly
drawn to pick. berries around the time of [)rum 3. She had nevc:rengaged in this habit
before. She had also commented lIlat she had a ''need to feed my soul", Her work life was
aboulOO undergo a change and me was thinking hard about the need to do "something
sustainable",
Childhood issues emerge in PS's different dreams. She lacked mar.emal nunuring
and has slruggled with this. PS's landscape images give: a sense of Mother earth and SO
she receives some nurtUring there. In Dream I, she recognizes the childhood affection she
received from her pet; as an adult DOW in reality she says, surprised. "I can re-establish
lhat connection I had as a child with this dog. Wow... thai's like a big breakthrough,"
Dream 2 is aboot "capacity for light and joy" that she had to uncover because .. of a lot of
crap in my past"; Earth Mother fits but not personal mother. In Dream 3, she is a child
image and she says that"childhood stuff comes up regularly because I need to be a kid
now and lhen", in rullife she Mhad, to be very grown up as a child". Drum 4 described
her experience of"being apaJ1 from the crowd" as a teenager as well as an adult. In lhis
dream, she talks ainu having reached an acceptance of herself as she is. II is interesting
that, generally, PS works through issues around Ilealing, growth and acceptance reaching
back 10 her childhood. These, 100, are natural processes in her soul. "the same creative
powers observed [externally) in nalU~" (Stevens, 1995, p. 173).
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
The participants in this study attached meanings to their dream images and
readily shared them with the researcher. TIley did not dismiss them as 'only a dream'. The
Jungian framework of dream interprelalion appelll'ed to De a uscfullOOJ for the
panicipanls. 80lh participants were interesled in laking a serious look at their dreams
even before the study. This was an important prerequisile in the process of the
detenninalion of meaning for dream images. Jung states:
Ifone wants to undemand a dream it must be Iaken seriously, and one must also
assume that it means what it manifestly says... Yet the apparenl futility of dreams
is 50 overwhelming thai one may succumb to the prejudice ohhe 'nothing but"
explanation (CW 18: 43.5).
Russel-Chapin et a!. (1996) recognized thai even counselling fields have ignored the
signifM:anCe of non-eognitive and non-bchavioural insight The participants in this stUdy
uniquely and subjectively conlTibuled to their dream image imerpretalions. Early (1992)
recognized me connection of particular life details to waking images when he invited his
math students to wrile about their imaginal expericnce when facing difficulttes in math .
Waking images cmerge from the same source as dream images. the unconscious. Matloon
III
(1918) quoces Jung who insisted on the dreamer's relationship with the~ H every
shade of meaning is determined by the associations of the dreamer" (CW 8: 542). This
included personal, cultural, and archetypal associations. The latter conlext proved to be
the most challenging 10 the panicipams. However, after some discussion the participants
did become more at ease in identifying and discussing this aspect which relaled their
dreams to common human experiences. Stevens (199S) states that .. the archetypal
context is explored so as to set the dream in the context of human life as a whole" (p. 57).
It was, however, diffICUlt for the participants to relate their images to archetypal images
that were expressed in myths and fairy tales. This may have been due, in pan. 10 my lacle.
of profK:iency in this area.. I was unab~ to be a helpful resource in this respect.
The meanings that were delennined by the panicipants evolved because of the
focussed dialogue between researcher and panicipant. The deliberate use of Jungian
concepts seemed helpful. Ullman (1979) purpons thai regardless of theoretical approach
that each person has somelhing [0 offertho:se willing to.share their dreams. The imponant
precept. as with Jung, is that the dreamer is the primary authority on her drum.
Accon:Iing 10 Ulman (1979). this opens the door for dream inteTpretation outside of the
professional contexi though there may be a time when a trained professtonal is required.
Johnson (1986) also supponed woril:ing on dreams without an expcn analysl. He
"believed it was safe and beneficial...keeping in mind a few guidelines" (p. 17). Mattoon
(1978) slates..., believe that the methods and guidelines in Ihis book. if they are followed
carefully can help pcopk 10 interprel their own dreams" (p. 160). Matloon (1978) also
commentS: "Jung saw dreams as primarily a subject for analytic thenpy"(p. 159). This
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resc:an:h seems to support Johnson and Matloon. While a sincere dialogue between
interested persons can prove helpful to interpc'Ctalion. a certain amount of theoretical
background is advised and a trained therapist may, at poiru. be required. Prior to the start
of this research. r had advised participants that. should a need for therapy arise, I would
refer them to the necessary resources. However, the participants and I ably discussed what
arose in the course of the study. Sidoli (1998) provides clinical examples where a
professional works with individuals and their images, one a dream image. the other 2-
waking image in play therapy. to the benefit of these clients. Russel-Chapin et al (1996)
demonstrate that exposure to Jung's approach to psychology, dream work included. was
benefICial to counselling students in an educational setting. Early (1992) invited math
students to explore their waking images that arose when faced with an academic
challenge.
Mattoon (1978) acknowledges that Jung considered "dream interpretation .. [0 be
a valuableedocaLion for persons who do not undergo psychothc:npy" (p. 4). She further
adds that "the dream is an imponant aspect of human experience, which must be taken
into account in the search for wholeness, and that dream interpretation is an an that can
be learned" (p. 201). For the two panicipants in this S1udy,some Jungian coocepts~
shared and discussed with them 50 they could be coIlaboralono in a non-clinical setting.
They arrived at meanings for their various dream images and appeared to find this an
insightful activity. Based on the data in this research dream interpretation seems to be a
meaningful activity outside of a clinical setting.
JI3
Stevens (1995) suggests thai cautions need 10 be considered when doing dream
interpretation. He explains.
When you tae.kleadrum, you ~lakingonan autonomoUS fon::e ofnalure. You
an: advised to approach it with caution and due reverence. because you never
know what you are about to release. If you an: feeling in a low or vulnerable
condition. it is better 10 find some experienced helper (p. 233).
Both PO and PS shared aspects of their life thai were part of their ordinary
personal development and, lherefOle, required 'due reverence'. PO spoke of the diffICUlty
and searclling that accompanies a transitional stage of lifc and PS spoke of her joumey
thai challenged her 10 re-connect with her inner child. With our shared respect, an
adeqUalC and benefICial discussion of these issues took place in the context of a Jungian
framework for dream interpretation. This study paraJlcls the results of Diemer & Lobel
(1996) that did not find negative effects from focussing on dreams in a Suuctured way. II
was probably advamageous that I have had some counselling training and Ihis afforded
me skills mat I could and did draw on to faciliwe the discussion rather than provide an
intentional dlerapeutic milieu.
Stevens (1995) suggests that dreams be shared, but mindful of with whom:
Working with dreams on one's own is a prec:arious busincss...you cannot see your
blind sp0t5...These difficullies can sometimes be overcome by discussing a
problematic dream with a trusted friend... or...wortc. on your drum with a small
number of sympathetic people. (Howe...er,] you shookl always be careful who you
truSI with your dreams (p. 233).
There were instances in the interviews where the participants appeared to be sharing an
insight thaljust evolved. 'Blind spots' may have been overcome due 10 the fact the
interviews wm collabofative and open-ended ps. while discussing an imponanl
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connection in Interview 1. said, "Wow. that's like a real breakthrough ." PO undemood
one of her images more clearly towards the end oflnterview I. "I jusI got a real strong
image associaled with tha&: black girl. I think I know who it was now." This supports
Heaton et aI. (1998) who observed thai: clients with established intetpreWions prior 10
collaboration were surprised to have insight into a new or another level of meaning
during sessions.
"Jung felt lhat there was no hard and fast rule or generally valid method for
dream inlerpretation...lbe criteria is whether the particular way ofdealing with a
dream ... iscompensalory and has a hea.ling affect" (Whitmont., 1978. p. 51). My researdl
data supports the idea dlat there is no fixed rule of interpretalion. but that a few concepts
are needed in order 10 'deal with a dream', I explained the concepts bchiod the Jungian
framework within which we worked. The panicipanls appeared 10 find these. concepts and
the framework helpful in attaching meanings to their dreams. For example. the idea of
dream images being symbolic of aspects of the dreamer was collaboratively applied in the
interviews. This concept in a nexible and open-ended discussion in each imerview
appeared to assist the participants as they attached their meanings. Jung endorsed this
openness and flexibility: "Learn as much as you can about symbolism and forget it aU
when you are analyzing a dream" (CW 18: 212).
This study presented data from the experiences of two pantcipanls. PD presented
a majority of images that were contemporary (van. phone. pictures). and for the most pan
recognizable urban characteristics (neighbourhood. roads) and familiar adults (husband,
friends). PS. on the other hand. presented a majority of images that were pan of nalure
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scenes (forest, field, cliff), familiar and unfuniIiar people of different ages (child.
teenager, adults) and abstract images (flying pixie. adult shapes). It was inlcresling how
two individuals urtiquely presented their dreams and interpretations. Despite the fact their
image presentations were djffctent, the flexibility of the Jungian framewoct appeared to
be helpful to each of them.
Many of the dream images ofboth participants seemed to reflect a dynamic
interaction. a balancing or even a comparing of views. Compensation in dreams is ".
balancing and comparing [of] different data or points of view 50 as to produce an
adjusunenLOr rectifK:alion" (CW 8: 545). According to Jung. "the conc:qM of
compensation ... is capable of summing up all the various ways in which a dream
behaves" (CW 8: 544-545). This occurs in different ways. The purpose of this "is to
promote adaptation. growth. and consciousness" (Stevens. 1995, p. 139). "Jung sho~
us that thc conscious and the unconscious minds both nave critical roles to play in the
equilibrium of the Iotal selr" (Johnson. 1986, p. 6). Jung's theory of the compensatory
function of dreams appears to be renected in the dreams of this study's panicipants. The
ncxibilily of this Iheory makes that possible: lhere were compensalory inslances where
opposile views were preserlled, exaggerations and confinnations of a conscious auitude. I
discussed the compensalory concept;u least once with the panicipants. though we did not
discuss the theory for each dream. Nonetheless. the meanings they attached 10 their
images appeared 10 be part of an evolulion of internal balancing. a movement towards
"equilibrium of the total self"«Johnson. 1986. p. 6).
II.
"If one assumes that [dreams) are normal ev~, which, asa matter of fact they
are, one is bound to consider that they are either causal- i.e. thai there is a rational cause
forlheirexistence - or in a certain way purposive. or both.. <Jung.I964. p. 8). In this
research. participants recognized many ofthcir images as causal: for both individuals
unpleasant past and current experiences were easily disco~ "Causal refers (0
discovering the unpleasant events or repn:ssc:d impulses out of which the images have
arise" (Mattoon, 1978. p. 125). However. their dream images also drew them towards a
goal. something consuuctive. Thi~ is essential in the Jungian dream interpretaliOfl
approach. Constructive or synthetic interpretation "answers the question. 'Why?' but in
the sense of 'to whal purpose?' or 'whal: for?' Constructive interpretation adds something
to the dreamer's conSCtous attitude. 5trengthenina and protecting what is healthy and
worth preserving in the dreamer..." <Manoon.J978, p. 121). Both panicipanu spoke
about personal struggles and impending decisions: often their images guided them
towards increased acceptance and nurturing. This important inner encouragement
presented them with choices and their potential personal development. Depending on the
dream image and its particular associations for the dreamer. interview discussion was led
more in one: dim:tioo or the other. This is consistent with Mattoon's idea tM cboiccs of
interpretation depends "OIl the nature of the malenal. the Stale of the dreamer's psychic
development" (Mauoon.1978. p. 127)
In the last interview for each participant. they were invited to narrate their dream.
discuss associations and insights and then they were asked to depict it in the fonn of a
simple mandaJa . that is a circular foem using art malenals. PO selected collage materials
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and PS selected paint. In doing this, they continued in their discussion of attaching
meaning 10 their dream images. Both participants spoke about this activity as a positive
one. Participants chose colours (blue, black, red) and forms (lear drop, ribbon. child) lhat
wither symbolized the insighlS and meaning related to their dream images. This supports
Romeroet aI. (1985) thai: this type of activity is 'gratifying' and Jung's idea that "'by
giving (a vague content emerging from the unconscious] a visible form... by drawing.
painting or modelling.. one goes on dreaming the dream in greater detail in the waking
slatc" (CW 8:180).
In summary. the meanings that were anacbed 10 dream images were unique and
personal 10 the dreamer and made sense only in tenns of the dreamer's life context. The
particular meanings appeared to be beneficial to the participants even in the non-elinical
setting for the purposes of nonnal and natural human developmenL Like all important
projects. attaching the meanings to images is betler done in an informed. collaborative
context but lhat doesn't necessarily mean under professional supervision. However.
safeguards are warranted due to the personal and deep nature of dream images. It is
possible !hat 3l: some poin! an analyses skill may be needed. lung's theory provided
enough strueture wi!hin which 10 anive at incrused understanding of images and enough
Oe.xibilily to emIJr.ke the participants varied experiences and expressions. The forward
looking purposive dimension of Jungian dream interpretation was an important aspect of
the participants' atlachmenl of meaning to their dream images and concretely relating !hat
to their lives. 1be flexibility of Jungian theory is demonstrated in the various avenues
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avai~1e 10 wOlting wilh dream images and their interpretation: the addition in Interview
4 ofa manda.la to aid and present dream image understanding was a positive experience.
Recommendations
I. Dream images reflect an inner personal experience and !hose interesled in
attaching meanings to their dream images would benefit from an 'inner wort.'
.".....,..
2. 1bc meanings of dream images would be deeper and renect greater understanding
if lhey come from a coJlabof'ative approach.
3. Dream image interpretation could be an option 10 help with penonal development
but only if the relationship is made bct~ image meaning and personal growth.
4. H approaching dream images and their meanings is psychologically troubling, a
trained professional should be accessed.
S. Dream image interpretation is meaningful by deriving information from the
individual personal context but also from the collective human experience.
6. Min research needs 10 be conducted in the area of dream interpretation.
The results of lhis study reveallhat understanding and insight from dream images
can be beneficial to personal development. Jungian theory provides tenets that conlribute
to explaining the dream image significance and lhe process of arriving at meanings. If
dreaming is a nalura! human activily!hen it is imponanllO ensure thai il is understood
benerso that maximal benefit may be gained. The results from this study provide a
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clearer picture of the purpose of dream images and the process of imerpretation but. as
Jung's theory indicales., this is complex and more attention (rom an academic: perspective
would provide informed p,tidelines that interested indivi~s could beoefit from.
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GLOSSARY
Structural modes of functioning thai serve to inform OUt
perceptions. T'hcir origin is the collective unconscious but
their manifestation is unique to the individual. These III
priori categories of understanding recur in different ages
and cultures. Art:hetypcs are numinous images that emerge
and are given content in consciousness in common
experiences, dreams and the world's literature. One
example of such a universal image is the experience of
mother.
Compensalory rUDction This describes the relationship between the conscious and
the unconscious; just as me body engages in self·regulatory
processes so does the psyche as it functions towards growth
and development. Jung states that "dreams add something
important to our conscious knowkdge."
D....ms A natural. spontaneous activity that uses a particular
language of images and symbols 10 provide specifically
everything the dream wants 00 say. Because armis unjque
language. there is IIlOl'e infonnation and insight than what is
Cloba' context
Imaginal stories
12\
at first apparent. Dream experience is expansive ranging
from repressed feaJS. memories to philosophic truths.
Dreams are a valuable and meaningful event that can
contribute to self-understanding and personality
development. Dream images. rooted in basic issues of
human existence.. contain potential healing energies.
Signmeant world events that may innuence or affect the
locaJ or pel'5Ollal context.
Associating an individuaJ's waking and dream images with
aspects of the individual's recent (and even remote) life
experiences and context (personaJ. cultural. communal) as
well as with similar lTlOlifs in myths. fairy tales and/or
legends. This serves to increase image understanding and
therefore life understanding. In this way. the creative
healing energy that Jung emphasised is released.
An individual's narratives that contain meaningful images.
These include pictorial representations. symbols. emotion-
laden inuges and intuited images that arise from sleep
(dreams) or non-sleep time frames (waking images).
JournaUing
Life stories
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The process of recording dreams and waking images
together wilh feelings and ideas that may arise from these:
experiences. Writings may also contain contextual
information that may conuibute to interpretation and self-
understaoding.
Analytical psychology as lheorised by Carl Gustav lung
(1875-1961). He was born in Kesswyl. Switterland. He was
closely associated with Freud and his psychoanalysis up to
about 1912 when irreconcilable theoretical differences
arose. For lung. an exclusively rational approach to human
psychology was inadequate. His approach encompassed
interests in archaeology. east and west philosophy.
spiritualism. mythology. and alchemy as well as
psychology. lung was very interested in the world of
dreams and images. For Jung the unconscious was a rich
source of creative. energy. healing and wisdom that needed
to be given attention.
Autobiographical narratives.
M.......
Waking imaet
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An individual's professional. habiwionaJ and cultural
milieu. This may include general. salient neighbourhood
and cultural influences and descriptions. as well as
particularevenlS.
A symbol of order lhat recognizes totality represented by
peripheral content and a clear c:eotre. Historically, they
were st!UCtUred meditative symbols. Expression of the Self;
it orders and hannonises. Hindu word meaning 'magic
cirdc:
An individual's immediate life details andcll.periences such
as professional status. family description. personal intetests
and any other details that provide a profile of an individual.
Non-sleeping awareness of pictorial repr-esentalions.
symbols. cmolion-Iaden images and intuited images. It
contains everything thai. is necessary 10 increase self-
understanding yet may. and usually. needs interpretation
and amplification.
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In Jungian psychology. this primarily creative realicy is
presupposed. Unknown conten15 include fOfgOllen
memories, rqxessed feelings, and pot:entiallYconscious
ideas. 1bere exists an indiyidual unconscious that contains
these personal. unique elements but also a collective
unconscious with the universal elements of archetypes and
archetypal images.
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APPENDIX A
Letters or Coasent, ReqU<Sl, Participant Request Fonn
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Letter Of Request For Participallts
Dear (name),
f am a graduate student, Masten Educational Psychology, at Memorial University
involved in research related 10 how an exploration of predominant dream images. in terms
of Jungian theory. could be helpful 10 personal growth and insight. As pan afmy
research, I would like to conduct intel'\'iews with volunteers discussing personal dream
images. These sessions. 4 in total, will be audio taped between June and September 2000.
In addition, intemewee5 will be asked to journal their dreams and these will also be pan
of the research data.
(am requesting that you consider participating in this study. Only two volunteers will be
arbitrarily selected from those who volunteer. Yourparticipalion would consist of
loumalling your dreams and discussing these images. A reflection guide based on
Jungian ideas will be suggested for your Joumalling. Four interViews lasting 45-60
minules will be held starting in June 2000. These will be audio taped so thai I can be free
10 discuss with you wimout note taking. Participation is completely vo[umary. You Ilave
the right 10 withdraw from the study al any time and are free 10 refuse answering any
questions or 10 withhold any Joomalling sections. All information galhered in this siudy
will be held strictly in confidence and. at no lime. will individuaJs be Kicnliflt:d.
Audiotapes will be erased at !he conclusion of the study.
If you wish 10 speak 10 one of my supervison at MemoriaJ University please free 10
comacl Dr. William Kennedy (737-7617) or Dr. elar Doyle (137.7556) in Ihe Education
Faculty.
An opportunily will be provided for participanlS to review summary reportS of the
findings for the aceurncy of any quotes. The findings oflhis Sludy will be made available
at the Memorial Universily Library.
lfyou kindly agree 10 participate in the above study. please sign one copy of Ihe auached
form and return it to me in the envelope provided. If you would like 10 contact me by
phone. my number is 739-0992.
Thank-you focconsidering to participate in this study. Your involvemenl will be very
beneficial to the oulcome of this study.
Sincerely,
Colleen M. Hogan
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Date:
I • agree to lalee part in Ihe study to explore personal dream images and their meanings
wilh an added discussion of Jungian concepts !hat relate to these images and meanings.
This will be done Ihmugh Joumalling and four intttviews commencing in June 2000.
Copies of JoumaJling will be submitted to the researcher and interViews will be audio
lapod.
I understand thar participation is entirely voluntary and that I may refrain from sharing
information at any lime. All infonnation is strictly confidenlial and no individual or
idenlifiable contextual detail will be used. Aliases will be used in the study. All
audiOiapes will be erased at Ihe end oflhe slUdy. All Joumalling copies will also be
destroyed.
Signature
Phone number:
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Participanl's Request Form
N.me:
Dale of birth:
Omopotioa,
A........,
P1ease explain in one or two concise paragraphs why you would like to be a pan of this
study.
Should you be one of the participanlS !hen you will be asked to write a brief
autobiographical sketch and a concise account of your cunenllife's context together with
signifieDni details just prior to the stan of the study.
APPENDIXB
Guides: Joumalling, Interview
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JOUI'n8UiaI Guide
I) Write your dJum as you remember it from start 10 finish.
2) List the images in your dream : visual. colour, sound etc. inclusive
3) List associations in each of the following calegories; do not edit your ideas here.
.. PenonaI associatiom b. Cultural associations Co ardaetypaI associIItioas
feelings. words. .societal connections, ideas typicaJ human experiences.
memories etc. myths
4) What is going on in your life or in your personality that fits with any oflhese
associations? Do you recognize an aspect of the dream in your life?
S) Identify a geneB1 meaning in this dream based on the drum images and the
associations that fiL
6) What physical action could you do to honour this drum and its meaning for you "!
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latenrinr Guide
I) Recount your dream as you remember it. Do not: edit or provide commentar)'. ra1her
tell it as you remember it from start to finish.
2) leI's look at each image and their associations for you.
a. PersonaJ associations: are there any memories this image reminds you of or menial
piaures. feelings etc. Do not edit yet.just fred)' talk about these and ones that 'click'
will be looked at further.
b. Cullural associations: are there any broader associations for each image that connect it
to our society or do you see what your cultural milieu adds to this image?
c. Ard1etypalassociations: 00 any of your drum images remind you of a common or
typical human experience regardkss of culture. era, geography etc.? An: you
reminded of any fairytaJes or myths that may connect with your dream images?
3) Is there something going on in your life that fits with any of these associations? Is
there an aspect o(yourselfin any of these images? Which ones 'click' for you?
4) What general meaning is coming through this di.scus.sion (oc you?
What physical action could you do to honour your dream's meaning and its images?
APPENDIXC
Data Table Categories
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Da"TabIo~
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